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Are African-American men, compared with white men, more likely to report being stopped by police for traffic law violations? Are African-American men and Hispanic drivers less likely to report that police had a legitimate reason for the stop and less likely to report that police acted properly? This study answers these questions using citizen self-reports of their traffic stop encounters with the police. Net of other important explanatory variables, the data indicate that police make traffic stops for Driving While Black and male. In addition, African-American and Hispanic drivers are less likely to report that police had a legitimate reason for the stop and are less likely to report that police acted properly. The study also discusses the validity of citizen self-report data and outlines an agenda for future research.
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Do police make traffic stops for Driving While Black? Are African-American men as compared with white men more likely to self-report being stopped by police for traffic law violations? Are African-American and Hispanic drivers more likely to perceive the stop as pretextual and less likely to report that police had a legitimate reason for stopping them? Do the special problems associated with encounters between police and citizens of color mean that African-American and Hispanic citizens are less likely to exit their traffic stop encounters believing police acted properly?

This paper answers these questions using citizen self-reports of their traffic stop encounters with police. We begin with previous research on the effects of extralegal variables on police actions and research on Driving While Black, including the limits of that research. We then analyze citizen self-reports from a nationally representative sample and control for other important explanatory measures such as social class to clarify and
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extend prior research on traffic stops for Driving While Black and on citizen perceptions of police actions.

EXTRALEGAL VARIABLES AND POLICE ACTIONS
PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Previous research has regularly reported that extralegal factors affect police actions after an encounter with a citizen has been initiated. In the late 1940s, for instance, Goldman (1963:21–22) collected data that demonstrated that the police officers he studied paid close attention to the race, nationality, and social class of juvenile offenders when deciding whether to respond formally or informally. Also in the late 1940s, Westley (1953) found that police were quicker to use unnecessary force when suspects did not show respect to officers and as a means of soliciting information.

Since these and similar studies (Black and Reiss, 1970), there has been a steady stream of research focused on how extralegal variables affect police actions during encounters with citizens (for reviews, see Riksheim and Chermak, 1993; Sherman, 1980; also see Engel et al., 2000). This research supports two conclusions. First, extralegal variables play an especially important role in the context of low-visibility police actions such as the decision to write a traffic ticket once a traffic stop has been made (Reiss, 1992; Ross, 1960). Second, no single extralegal variable consistently affects police actions (Engel et al., 2000; Klinger, 1994). Accordingly, results concerning race and ethnicity have been mixed with some finding them important (Goldman, 1963) and others not (Black and Reiss, 1970; Engel, et al., 2000).

However, previous research on the effects of extralegal factors has been limited to what police do once an encounter with a citizen has begun. Scholars, for example, have examined police resolution of traffic stop encounters (Lundman, 1994) but not the decision by police to make a traffic stop in the first place. Much less is therefore known about the possible effects of extralegal factors such as race and ethnicity on police decisions to proactively initiate traffic stop encounters with citizens.

DRIVING WHILE BLACK
PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Research on “Driving While Black” remedies the limits of scholarly study of the effects of extralegal factors by directing sustained attention to whether race and ethnicity affect police decisions to initiate traffic stop encounters (Harris, 2002). This literature also directs attention to how race and ethnicity shape citizen perceptions of the legitimacy of the traffic
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stop and to citizen perceptions of the propriety of police actions during the traffic stop encounter (Weitzer and Tuch, 2002).

Extant studies of traffic stops for Driving While Black appear to indicate that police stop African-American drivers more often than would be expected on the basis of population baselines (Walker, 2000). For example, San Diego Police Department data (Berjarano, 2001) show that, although African Americans made up only 8% of the city's population aged 15 years and older, 12% of all traffic stops involved African-American drivers, as did 14% of traffic stops for equipment violations. Similarly, Zingraff et al. (2000:8) reported in their preliminary analysis of traffic stops by the North Carolina State Highway Patrol that, although African Americans accounted for 19.6% of North Carolina's licensed drivers, 22.9% of traffic tickets were issued to African Americans (also see Lamberth, 1996; Meehan and Ponder, 2001; Verniero and Zoubeck, 1999).

However, there is more to Driving While Black than disproportionate traffic stops. Scholars have also directed attention to the effects of race and ethnicity on citizen perceptions of "pretextual" traffic stops by police (Harris, 2002) and to the special problems that accompany encounters between police and citizens of color (Sykes and Clark, 1975; also see Weitzer and Tuch, 2002).

"PRETEXTUAL" TRAFFIC STOPS

All drivers routinely violate traffic laws (Harris, 2002; Lamberth, 1996; Meeks, 2000:25-26; Rubinstein, 1973:153), and traffic law violations can therefore serve as a pretext for police motivated by other concerns such as observation of drivers and passengers for signs of drug use or possession (Harris, 2002; Fridell et al., 2001; Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). In 1996 in Whren v. United States (Harris, 2002), the Supreme Court ruled that pretextual stops are legal if the police officer making the stop can articulate a reason grounded in traffic statutes. In the Whren case specifically, the police officers who made the stop and then found crack cocaine explained their action by citing a local statute requiring that drivers devote "full time and attention" (Hall, 1996:2) to their driving.

If police are making pretextual traffic stops, then African-American and other drivers of color ought logically to exit their traffic stop encounters perceiving that police did not have a legitimate reason for making the stop. If police are not using traffic law violations as a pretext for stops, it could be argued that there should not be any difference between citizens of color and whites in their perception of the legitimacy of the stops they experience. However, as we discuss next, other processes influence citizens' perceptions of interactions with police that may either exacerbate
reactions to police pretext or create a perception of illegitimacy even in the absence of pretextual actions.

ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN POLICE AND CITIZENS OF COLOR

Police officers enter all of their encounters with citizens expecting that they will be treated with deference (Sykes and Clark, 1975) and that their government-backed authority over citizens will be honored (Bittner, 1970). From the perspective of police, the ability to effectively do their work on a daily basis in ways that routinely fall far short of forceful words and deeds depends on deference toward police by citizens and citizen compliance with police requests and demands.

However, encounters between police and citizens of color pose problems that simply are not present during police encounters with whites that may affect citizens’ perceptions regardless of actual police behavior. Because most police officers are white (Maguire and Pastore, 1997:39), African-American and other citizens of color may be reluctant to extend deference and compliance because it risks conflating a white officer’s status as a police officer with that officer’s position in race and ethnic stratification systems that favor whites (Sykes and Clark, 1975). In addition, police have long brought a far more heavy-handed style of policing to minority communities and treated African-American and other citizens of color in those communities with less respect than citizens in white communities (Anderson, 1999:320–321; Websdale, 2001). Citizens of color are therefore understandably more inclined to withhold their best and to be suspicious of police motives during encounters with police. Last, the pervasive racism characteristic of United States society (Entman and Rojecki, 2000; Feagin, 1991) may cause some citizens of color to view their traffic stop encounters more critically than whites even in the face of police actions that clearly signal equity, decency, and compassion.

Accordingly, African-American and Hispanic citizens should be less likely to exit their traffic stop encounters believing police acted legitimately and properly. Because these problems simply are not present during traffic stops involving white drivers, whites should more likely exit their traffic stop encounters believing police acted legitimately and properly.

LIMITS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Five important limits surround previous research on Driving While Black. First, because the scholarly study of Driving While Black is relatively new (cf., Weitzer and Tuch, 2002), only a handful of studies currently exists. Second, many data collection efforts are ongoing (Meeks, 2000:7;
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Ramirez et al., 2000; Zingraff et al., 2000:4) and more complete understanding of Driving While Black must therefore wait until the data currently being collected are complete and available for scholarly analysis. Third, extant research as well as the forthcoming analyses are generally limited to particular police jurisdictions (Lamberth, 1996; Zingraff et al., 2000) and therefore provide locally rather than nationally representative answers to questions about Driving While Black. Fourth, existing analyses and ongoing data collection usually rely on police-reported traffic stops, with police fully aware of the purpose behind the information gathering (Berjaroano, 2001). Because police officers know this, some have already been detected falsifying traffic stop information (Donohue, 2000; Meeks, 2000:6–7; Verniero and Zoubeck, 1999:31–32). Last, most extant research on traffic stops and citizen perceptions has not used multivariate techniques to disentangle the effects of race and ethnicity from other possibly important explanatory variables such as social class (an important exception is Weitzer and Tuch, 2002).

THE PRESENT RESEARCH

The present research uses Contacts between Police and the Public: Findings from the 1999 National Survey (Langan et al., 2000), which is grounded exclusively in citizen self-reports of their encounters with police. Thus, we employ currently available national rather than local data, and we rely on citizen self-reports rather than police reports to examine how driver race and ethnicity affect traffic stops by police, citizens' perceptions of the legitimacy of the traffic stop, and citizens' perceptions of the propriety of police actions during the traffic stop encounter. All of our analyses are multivariate, controlling for other possibly important predictors.

METHODS

CONTACTS BETWEEN POLICE AND THE PUBLIC DATA AND CASES

Contacts between Police and the Public: Findings from the 1999 National Survey (hereafter “CBPP 1999”) is a nationally representative sample, and it was collected as part of the annual National Crime Victimization Survey (Langan et al., 2001). To be included in CBPP 1999, subjects had to be 16 years of age or older and they first answered a long series of questions (31% in person and 69% by telephone) about crime victimization and then a much shorter series of questions lasting 5 to 10 minutes about contacts they had with police in the previous 12 months. Of the 80,543 randomly selected subjects, 7,034 (8.7% of the total sample) reported at least one traffic stop in which they were the driver. Respondents with at least
one traffic stop were then asked additional questions, including their perception of the legitimacy of the stop and their perception of whether police acted properly. When subjects reported more than one traffic stop, they were asked to provide information on the “most recent occasion” (Langan et al., 2001:35), thereby providing data for all 7,034 drivers with at least one stop.

DEPENDENT MEASURES

We model three outcomes. The first, Total Traffic Stops, is a continuous variable and is used to examine traffic stops for Driving While Black. The sample for this analysis uses the full sample \( N = 80,543 \). The other two dependent measures direct attention to possible differences between drivers of color and white drivers in their perceptions of police actions associated with the traffic stop. The first, Legitimate Reason for Stop, is dichotomous (yes = 1, no and missing = 0) and proxies drivers’ perceptions of pretextual traffic stops by police (Harris, 2002). The second, Police Acted Properly, also is dichotomous (yes = 1, no and missing = 0) and is used to probe the special problems that accompany traffic stop encounters between police and citizens of color (Sykes and Clark, 1975). The sample for analyzing these outcomes is limited to cases with at least one traffic stop \( N = 7,034 \).

MODEL ESTIMATION ISSUES AND DATA ANALYSIS

The first dependent measure (Total Traffic Stops) is a count of the number of traffic stops. As is common for such measures, it has a very disproportionate number of zeros (91.3% of the respondents reported no stops), and the remainder of the distribution is also very skewed. In this situation, ordinary least-squares regression is not the appropriate analytic technique (Long, 1997:217).

We instead use a negative binomial regression model that is specifically intended for analyzing count outcomes. This technique is an extension of the Poisson regression model, which relaxes the Poisson’s assumption that the conditional variance of the outcome is equal to the conditional mean of the outcome (Long, 1997:230). In the analyses below, we tested the

---

1. There are 5,662 cases with one traffic stop and 1,372 cases with more than one stop. For 34 of the cases with more than one traffic stop, we know they were stopped two or more times, but the exact number is not known. In their preliminary analysis, Langan et al. (2001; also personal communication from Matthew Durose, April 11, 2002) replaced these inexact responses with the mode (two stops) of the multistop subsample. We prefer using the mean (2.83), but because the negative binomial model requires that the outcome be integer counts, we assigned these cases a value of 3, the integer closest to the mean of those with multiple stops. However, we ran our models without these 34 cases and found exactly parallel results to those we report.
overdispersion parameter for the negative binomial regressions to determine if the negative binomial should be used instead of Poisson regression. As we report for each of the models, the overdispersion parameter estimate is significantly different from zero, indicating that the negative binomial is in fact the better data analytic choice.

The other two outcomes present model estimation issues as well. Because they are categorical, either logistic regression or probit analysis are the techniques of choice (Long, 1997:8-40). In addition, these analyses are subject to a sample selection bias (Heckman, 1979) because these perceptual outcomes are observed only for respondents with at least one traffic stop \( N = 7,034 \). We first created a dichotomous traffic stop dependent measure (at least one stop = 1, no stops = 0) and attempted to use a bivariate probit regression model to correct for the selection bias (Greene, 1997:983). However, the bivariate probit models for both perceptual outcome-dependent measures failed to converge because the estimated error correlations approached the boundary condition of being perfectly correlated.

Our solution was to follow the logic of the sample selection correction methods, which control for a case's likelihood of being selected into the restricted sample (Berk, 1983). In our case, we use logistic regression (Kaufman, 1996) and introduce a control for other police contacts (excluding traffic stops) reported by the respondent. This is a direct measure that controls for how included respondents differ from each other (and from excluded respondents) in their chance of experiencing face-to-face encounters with police and thus of reporting perceptual outcomes.

EXPLANATORY MEASURES

Other Police Contact

Respondents who indicated they had experienced a face-to-face contact with a police officer in the previous 12 months were asked to describe that encounter. Setting aside traffic stops, Other Police Contact represents non-traffic stop encounters with police (at least one other police contact = 1, no other police contact = 0). As noted, Other Police Contact is included as a direct and efficient control for sample selection (Berk, 1983). By measuring the likelihood of face-to-face encounters with police in other settings, it captures respondents' susceptibility to traffic stops in unmeasured ways.

Size of Place

Subjects reported where they lived, and CBPP 1999 researchers coupled
this information with census data to place subjects into one of four categories. We used these categories to construct three size of place dummy variables: (1) One Million or more (yes = 1, else = 0); (2) 500,000 to 999,999 (yes = 1, else = 0); and (3) 100,000 to 499,999 (yes = 1, else = 0). Populations of less than 100,000 are the reference category.

We include size of place in our analyses for three reasons. First, most trips that drivers make take place close to where they live (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001:631), so most traffic stops take place where respondents live. Second, police officers serving high-population jurisdictions handle more calls from citizens and consequently have less time for traffic stops than police officers serving lower population jurisdictions (Bayley, 1994). Third, police in high-population jurisdictions practice a far more brusque and impersonal style of policing (Barker, 1999:36) that should affect perceptions of police actions.

**Driver Social Class**

Economically advantaged citizens drive more miles each year than less advantaged citizens, putting the former at greater overall risk of being stopped by police (Harris, 2002:244, n. 28; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001:631). In addition, limited previous research indicates that police reserve formal intervention for citizens who appear to be able to bear the financial costs of formal police actions while simultaneously being more careful during their encounters with advantaged citizens (Campbell and Ross, 1968; Chambliss and Liell, 1966; Kinkade and Leone, 1992; Mastrofski and Ritti, 1992). Last, social class affects citizen perceptions of police and police actions (Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). In sum, this suggests that higher social class drivers may be more likely to be stopped but less likely to perceive the stop as illegitimate or improper.

Respondents self-reported income was placed by CBPP 1999 researchers into one of three broad categories from which we constructed two dummy indicators of social class: (1) Above Average Income ($50,000 or more = yes, else = 0); and (2) Average Income ($20,000 to $49,999 = 1, else = 0). Below Average Income (less than $20,000 and not answered by subject?) is the reference category.

**Driver Age**

Young drivers are more likely to engage in “risky driving habits” and thus are more likely to be stopped for traffic law violations (Pfaff-Wright and Tomaskovic-Devey, 2002:13; U.S. Department of Transportation, 2002:13; U.S. Department of Transportation, 2002:13).

---

2. In the CBPP 1999 data file, respondents who did not answer the income question are not distinguished from those who report income in the lowest category, so they are included in our samples.
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2001). We used self-reported age in years to create three dummy variables: (1) Teen (16 to 19 years = 1, else = 0); (2) Young Adult (20 to 29 years = 1, else = 0); and (3) Adult (30 to 64 years = 1, else = 0), making Senior (≥65 years) the reference category.

Driver Gender

Women engage in fewer risky driving habits than do men (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2001) and should be less likely to be stopped for traffic law violations. Further, most police officers are male (Maguire and Pastore, 1997:40), and male police officers are more reluctant to stop female drivers for fear of accusations of misconduct (Rubinstein, 1973:265). This suggests that male officers might make stops of female drivers only in the face of clear evidence of traffic stop law violations. In addition, traditional gender role expectations may lead male officers to be more polite in their interaction with female drivers, while female drivers may be more inclined to extend deference to male police officers (Sykes and Clark, 1975:590–591). These potential differences are represented in our models with a dichotomous dummy variable for Female (1 = female, 0 = male).

Driver Race/Ethnicity

At the core of Driving While Black is the assertion that police target African-American and, to a lesser extent, other drivers of color for traffic stops (Meeks, 2000). Moreover, some scholars argue that police resort to pretext to stop drivers of color (Harris, 2002), while still others have noted the special problems that accompany encounters between police and citizens of color (Sykes and Clark, 1975). If these assertions are true, then citizens of color should report more traffic stops and be more likely to exit their traffic stop encounters with police believing that police did not have a legitimate reason for making the stop and that police did not act properly.

Respondents indicated whether they considered themselves black, Hispanic, a member of some other race or ethnic group, or white. We used these self-designations to create three dummy variables: (1) black (yes = 1, else = 0); (2) Hispanic (yes = 1, else = 0); and (3) Other (American Indian, Aleut, Eskimo, Asian, Pacific Islander, and other = 1, else = 0). Whites form the reference category.

Driver Race/Ethnicity by Gender

Previous research on Driving While Black indicates that police especially target African-American men (Harris, 2002; Meeks, 2000; also see Websdale, 2001:31–32). This suggests that intersections of race/ethnicity
and gender may be important. We explore this issue using dummy indicators for seven race/ethnicity by gender groupings: (1) Black Female; (2) Black Male; (3) Hispanic Female; (4) Hispanic Male; (5) Other Female; (6) Other Male; and (7) White Female. We use White Male as the reference category. We then use these variables to estimate two models for each outcome: (1) a "main effects" model including the three dummy indicators of race/ethnicity plus the dummy indicator of gender; (2) an "interaction effects" model in which we replace the "main effect" terms for gender and race/ethnicity with the seven dummy indicators of race/ethnicity by gender.

RESULTS

TOTAL TRAFFIC STOPS

Table 1 presents the results from the negative binomial regressions for total number of traffic stops. In both models, the effects are consistent and expected. Starting with the predictors other than race and ethnicity, Other Police Contact has a significant positive effect on the number of traffic stops, verifying that this selectivity measure (Berk, 1983) captures how respondents differ in their chances of experiencing traffic stops. The expected number of stops declines across each contrast of larger to smaller population size, which corresponds to the argument that police have less time for traffic stops in higher population jurisdictions (Bayley, 1994). Affluent drivers are stopped more often by police, consistent with both their higher driving mileage (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2001:631) and with previous research (Campbell and Ross, 1968; Kinkade and Leone, 1992). And, consistent with risky driving habits rooted firmly in age and gender (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2001), young drivers are stopped significantly more often, while female drivers are stopped significantly less often. The latter likewise follows from arguments that male police officers are more reluctant to stop female drivers (Rubinstein, 1973:265).

Model 1 in Table 1 also provides a first look at the effects of driver race/ethnicity. Black drivers report significantly more traffic stops than do white drivers. In contrast, Hispanic and other drivers report significantly fewer traffic stops by police. Model 2 in Table 1 shows that the race/ethnicity by gender effects are important as well (Harris, 2002; also see Websdale, 2001:31–32); the change in chi-square between the models is significant (20.88 with 3 df), indicating that the race/ethnicity by gender interactions are needed. Specifically, model 2 shows that African-American men report more stops than do white men. All of the other race/ethnicity-gender group predictors in model 2, however, are negative and significant, indicating that these groups have fewer stops than white men.
### Table 1. Negative Binomial Regression Models of Total Traffic Stops on Explanatory Measures: CBPP 1999 Data (N = 80,543)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Measures</th>
<th>Total Traffic Stops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) (.S.E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Experiences with Police</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Police Contact</td>
<td>.761* (.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Million or More</td>
<td>-.347* (.051)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000 to 999,999</td>
<td>-.202* (.050)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000 to 499,999</td>
<td>-.142* (.034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Social Class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Average Income</td>
<td>.320* (.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Income</td>
<td>.219* (.028)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen</td>
<td>1.991* (.061)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult</td>
<td>1.995* (.059)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>1.254* (.055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-.632* (.024)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>.170* (.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>-.272* (.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-.434* (.073)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Race/Ethnicity by Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic Male</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Measures$^a$</th>
<th>Total Traffic Stops</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(S.E.)</td>
<td>(S.E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.049*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.108)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.400*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.098)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.569*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.028)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.107</td>
<td>-3.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.056)</td>
<td>(.055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overdispersion parameter</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.658*</td>
<td>3.648*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.081)</td>
<td>(.081)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihood</td>
<td></td>
<td>-27576.6</td>
<td>-27566.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-square (for fitted model versus model of no effects)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3204.78**</td>
<td>3225.66**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood Ratio Index</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.49%</td>
<td>5.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Reference categories are: Size of Place (Less than 100,000), Social Class (Below Average), Age (Senior), Race/Ethnicity (White), Gender (Male), Race/Ethnicity by Gender (White Male).

$^* p < .05$ (one-tailed); $^{**} p < .01$.

But these effects show a consistent pattern of differences by both race/ethnicity and gender. Within race/ethnicity groups, men report a higher number of stops than do women. Within gender, African Americans have the highest number of expected stops, followed by whites, then Hispanics, and then others. Like African-American men relative to white men, African-American women may be targeted in comparison to white women, but the difference is small and not significant.

LEGITIMATE REASON FOR STOP

Some scholars argue that police use pretext (Harris, 2002; Meeks, 2000) to stop African-American and other drivers of color for minor traffic law violations that otherwise would be ignored. The Legitimate Reason for Stop outcome partially probes this argument using drivers' perceptions of the legitimacy of the traffic stop they experienced. Both models in Table 2 support this argument. Model 1 shows that African Americans and Hispanics are significantly less likely to think that police had a legitimate reason for stopping them. At the same time, the difference between others and whites is negative but not significant, and women are more likely than
men to report that the stop was legitimate (Sykes and Clark, 1975:590–591).

Model 2 shows a slightly more complex pattern when we consider the interaction between race/ethnicity and gender. Within race/ethnicity, there is a consistent effect of gender. Men are less likely to believe that the stop was legitimate than are women. Within gender, the effects of race/ethnicity are slightly different. Among men, African-American men are the least likely to think that the stop was legitimate, followed by Hispanics and then others, with white men the most likely to perceive legitimacy. Among women, the ordering is the same, except for Hispanic women. Hispanic women are the most likely to accept the legitimacy of the stop.

Turning to the other sets of predictors, all but age have significant effects. Drivers with at least one other police contact are significantly less likely to report that police had a legitimate reason for making a traffic stop. This indicates that stopped drivers are not representative of the initial sample (Greene, 1997:983) and demonstrates the importance of controlling for sample selection. Drivers in larger places are less likely than those in smaller places to report a legitimate reason for their traffic stop, suggesting that police in higher population jurisdictions do practice a more brusque and impersonal style of policing (Barker, 1999:36). Finally, drivers with above average and average incomes are significantly more likely to report a legitimate reason for their stop, consistent with the argument that police are more careful in their actions when citizens are affluent (Campbell and Ross, 1968; Chambliss and Liell, 1966; Kinkade and Leone, 1992; Mastrofski and Ritti, 1992).

POLICE ACTED PROPERLY

Previous research (Sykes and Clark, 1975) suggests that special problems are associated with encounters between police and citizens of color. Models 3 and 4 in Table 2 show that is indeed the case. In the additive race/ethnicity and gender effects model, African-American and Hispanic drivers are significantly less likely than Whites to report that the police acted properly, and women are more likely than men to report that police acted properly. As was the case for the pretextual outcome, the interaction between gender and race/ethnicity is more complex. Within gender, African Americans are the least likely to believe that police acted properly and whites are the most likely to think so. Hispanics and others fall in the middle but in opposite orders for men and women. Within race/ethnicity, the gender effect is the same with women more likely than men to believe that the police acted properly, except for those of other race/ethnicity for whom the gender difference reverses but is not significant.
Table 2. Logistic Regression Models of Legitimate Reason for Stop and Police Acted Properly Dependent Measures on Explanatory Measures: CBPP 1999 Data (*N = 7,034*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Measuresa</th>
<th>Legitimate Reason for Stop</th>
<th>Police Acted Properly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b (S.E.)</td>
<td>b (S.E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control for Sample Selection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Police Contact</td>
<td>-.306* (.065)</td>
<td>-.303* (.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Place</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Million or More</td>
<td>-.474* (.122)</td>
<td>-.459* (.122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,000 to 999,999</td>
<td>-.279* (.150)</td>
<td>-.282* (.150)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000 to 499,999</td>
<td>-.040 (.087)</td>
<td>-.042 (.087)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Social Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Average Income</td>
<td>.247* (.075)</td>
<td>.242* (.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Income</td>
<td>.165* (.074)</td>
<td>.160* (.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen</td>
<td>-.058 (.165)</td>
<td>-.052 (.165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Adult</td>
<td>.240 (.145)</td>
<td>.252 (.145)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>.029 (.138)</td>
<td>.037 (.138)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>.318* (.061)</td>
<td>.425* (.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>-.698* (.090)</td>
<td>-.706* (.106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>-.261* (.102)</td>
<td>-.352* (.120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-.203 (.163)</td>
<td>-.201 (.198)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2, continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Measures*</th>
<th>Legitimate Reason for Stop</th>
<th>Police Acted Properly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1 (S.E.)</td>
<td>Model 2 (S.E.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Driver Race/Ethnicity by Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Female</td>
<td>-.529* (.128)</td>
<td>-.261* (.158)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Male</td>
<td>-.579* (.120)</td>
<td>-.736* (.134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic Female</td>
<td>.418* (.194)</td>
<td>.312 (.233)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic Male</td>
<td>-.407* (.120)</td>
<td>-.449* (.139)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Female</td>
<td>.069 (.269)</td>
<td>-.135 (.306)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Male</td>
<td>-.183 (.202)</td>
<td>-.016 (.254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Female</td>
<td>.315* (.071)</td>
<td>.397* (.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.506 (.145)</td>
<td>2.353 (.186)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Log-likelihood: -3581.8 -3577.5 -2624.93 -2623
Chi-square (for fitted model versus model of no effects): 165.95** 174.51** 123.05** 126.87**

With respect to the other predictors, the effects are as expected. Drivers in the biggest city places, for instance, are significantly less likely to report proper police actions (Barker, 1999:36). Similarly, drivers with above average and average incomes are significantly more likely to report that police acted properly (Mastrofski and Ritti, 1992). And the selectivity control has a significant negative effect, suggesting that non-traffic contact with police is associated with a more negative perception of police actions.

The analyses in Table 2 confirm that there is more to Driving While Black than being targeted for traffic stops by police. African-American and Hispanic drivers are more likely to report that police did not have a legitimate reason to stop them, thereby suggesting more frequent police recourse to pretext when stopping drivers of color (Harris, 2002). African-
American and Hispanic drivers also are less likely to report that police acted properly, confirming prior research that special problems arise during encounters between police and citizens of color (Sykes and Clark, 1975). The broad pattern that emerges, however, is one in which African Americans and whites have starkly different perceptions of police actions.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results are clear. Based on citizen self-reports, police are significantly more likely to stop African-American male drivers and there is a similar patterning of stops by race/ethnicity for both men and women. Further, African-American and Hispanic drivers are significantly less likely to report that police had a legitimate reason for making the stop and significantly less likely to report that police acted properly. And, although the reactions of Hispanics and others vary somewhat by gender, beliefs in the legitimacy and propriety of police actions are framed by a polarity between blacks and whites.

The implications of these patterns are troubling, regardless of whether they result from differential treatment of drivers of color by the police, from differential perceptions of and reactions to police by citizens of color, or, perhaps most likely, from both. It is one thing when ordinary white citizens use race and ethnicity to shape their daily activities, resort to pretext as the basis for their actions, and leave unattended the special problems associated with encounters between themselves and citizens of color (Anderson, 1999; Feagin, 1991). It is quite another when citizens report that many police, most of whom also are white (Maguire and Pastore, 1997:39), use race to shape their daily work, resort to pretext, and fail to defuse their encounters with citizens of color. Police are not ordinary citizens but instead are powerful actors who are always situationally correct (Bittner, 1970). In the context of traffic stops, police are actors who are able to stop citizens from driving without their consent, even if the reason for the stop is pretextual. Police are also actors who are able to prevent citizens from resuming their driving unless and until the police officer who made the stop gives permission, even if the officer is not acting properly. Because they are enormously powerful and always situationally correct, police are expected to be commonweal actors (Blau and Scott, 1962:54–57) and, as such, better than ordinary citizens. However, the results of the present research suggest that many police nationally may be ignoring their commonweal obligations by acting just like ordinary citizens or, alternatively, are unable or unwilling to defuse and counter the suspicion with which police actions are viewed by many drivers of color.
ARE CITIZEN SELF-REPORTS OF THEIR ENCOUNTERS WITH POLICE VALID?

The CBPP 1999 consists of nothing more nor less than citizen answers to survey questions. Moreover, because it has a large and nationally representative sample, other scholars almost certainly will turn to it, to subsequent CBPP surveys, and to other citizen self-report data to analyze police and policing (Pfaff-Wright and Tomaskovic-Devey, 2000; Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). In contrast, most existing research on police has been grounded in data collected by trained observers (for reviews, see Riksheim and Chermak, 1993; Sherman, 1980). Accordingly, the major issue surrounding the present research and other analyses using citizen self-report data revolves around a very simple question. Are citizen self-reports of their encounters with police valid? The remainder of this section addresses this issue, starting with the case for validity and continuing with whether validity is in fact a pivotal issue. It also includes an agenda for future research and the need for triangulation.

THE CASE FOR VALIDITY

It is useful to begin discussion of citizen self-reports by noting that there is nothing unusual about scholars using data from citizens in their analyses of crime, criminals, and criminal justice (see Farrington et al., 1996; Grasmick et al., 1993). Uniform Crime Reports data, for example, rest fundamentally on self-reports by citizens because it is their calls that alert police that an index crime has been committed. By their calls, citizens therefore make index crimes visible and make arrests for both index and nonindex crimes possible (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2000:iv). In victimization surveys, citizens report whether they experienced a criminal victimization, indicate whether they reported that victimization to police, and, for victims of crimes against persons, describe the people who committed the crimes they experienced (Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2001). Similarly, in self-report studies of criminal offenders, subjects describe their own involvement in particular crimes, including traffic law violations and whether they were arrested or ticketed by police (Bachman et al., 2001). When viewed through these lenses, using citizen self-reports of their encounters with police simply extends a long-standing scholarly practice of using data from citizens on crime, criminals, and criminal justice.

In addition, no matter whether data are drawn from Uniform Crime Reports, victimization surveys, or self-report studies (Bachman et al., 2001; Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2001; Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2000), the images citizens advance converge on common substance. With respect to crime, for instance, citizens consistently report that most crime is
nonindex crime and that most index crime is property crime, especially larceny theft.

Moreover, the results from our analyses of citizens' self-reports of policing mesh with the manners and customs of police (Black, 1980) that scholars have observed on three important dimensions. First, police are legal actors sensitive to legal factors (Barker, 1999). Because traffic law violations are more common among young drivers and male drivers (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2001), traffic stops should disproportionately involve young drivers and men. Second, past research indicates that police in high-population jurisdictions make fewer traffic stops (Bayley, 1994) and practice a far more brusque and impersonal style of policing that should logically increase the odds of citizen dissatisfaction with police actions (Barker, 1999:36). Third, police have long been more careful with economically privileged citizens (Chambliss and Liell, 1966), making certain they have clearer grounds for intervention and being more careful in their interaction with people who have platform and voice (Mastrofski and Ritti, 1992). Our results precisely parallel the results of past studies of police and policing: (1) young and male drivers report more stops; (2) drivers in higher population areas report fewer stops and are more likely to report dissatisfaction with police; and (3) drivers are more likely to report satisfaction with police if they are economically privileged.

Underreporting by African Americans. The literature teaches that African Americans are more likely to underreport official trouble with the law than are whites (Sudman and Bradburn, 1982), including traffic stops (Clark and Tifft, 1966). Pfaff-Wright and Tomaskovic-Devey's (2000:4) data are typical. Among North Carolina drivers known to have been stopped by police for speeding, three-quarters of whites admitted to being stopped as compared to two-thirds of African Americans.

Such patterns of underreporting may have an important implication for the present research. If these findings do in fact apply to the CBPP 1999 data, then the significantly higher rates of traffic stops self-reported by African-American men are even more robust than they appear. However, there is no certainty that this pattern applies to the data we examined because not all analyses of self-report data reveal differences between whites and African Americans (Farrington et al., 1996).

Is Validity Even a Pivotal Issue?

The present research, however, does not exclusively rise or fall on the validity of citizen self-reports. Instead, it is possible to argue that validity is simply not a pivotal issue and still make a strong case that the results of the present research are profoundly consequential.

More than 70 years ago, sociologists W. I. Thomas and Dorothy Swaine
TRAFFIC STOPS AND POLICE ACTIONS

Thomas (1928:572) taught scholars: "[i]f . . . [people] . . . define situations as real, then they are real in their consequences." More recently, Weitzer and Tuch (2002:436) applied the same argument to citizen reports of traffic stops: "Citizen perceptions of police stops may be considered just as important as the objective reality of such stops. Stops perceived as racially motivated may increase the frequency of confrontations between police and motorists and generate distrust of the police among those who are stopped."

When the CBPP 1999 data used in the present research are examined in light of these important scholarly lessons, validity emerges as a less pivotal issue than otherwise would appear to be the case. Consider first how the respondents of color in our analyses define their traffic stop encounters with police: (1) African-American men are targeted for traffic stops by police; (2) traffic stops of African-American and Hispanic drivers are more likely to be grounded in pretext; and (3) police fail to defuse the special problems associated with their encounters with African-American and Hispanic drivers.

Consider next the consequences of these situational definitions. These definitions link the long history of police control and oppression of African Americans in southern and northern cities (Websdale, 2001) with perceptions of contemporary police control and oppression of African-American and Hispanic drivers on state and local highways and streets (Meeks, 2000). These situational definitions reinforce and reflect African Americans' and Hispanics' deeply held beliefs that police have two styles of policing, one much less legitimate and proper for them and another much more legitimate and proper for whites (Anderson, 1999; Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). These definitions mean African-American and Hispanic adults warn teenage children not just about the dangers of driving while young (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2001), but also about the special dangers of Driving While Black and Brown (Harris, 2002:107–115). And these definitions mean that our cities remain, as the Kerner Commission (1968:x) warned more than 30 years ago, tinder boxes waiting to ignite during the next traffic stop encounter between police and a driver of color (also see Skolnick and Fyfe, 1993:1–22).

FUTURE RESEARCH

Extant research on Driving While Black is extremely limited (for a review, see Harris, 2002), and very few studies have used multivariate analyses (an important exception is Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). With only a limited number of carefully crafted analyses, researchers have no firm sense of the consistent patterns in the mosaic (Becker, 1966:viii) of scholarly understandings of Driving While Black.
The most pressing need, accordingly, is additional research on the factors affecting traffic stops by police. Social science scholars are currently serving as consultants to law enforcement organizations and helping to collect police-reported data on traffic stops (cf., Portland Police Bureau, 2000). Considerable data will therefore become available for analysis in the relatively near future, and scholars have already shown the usefulness of police-reported data (Zingraff et al., 2000).

However, as is the case with citizen-reported data (Pfaff-Wright and Tomoskovic-Devey, 2000), police-reported data raise questions about validity. In particular, it is easy for police to distort the traffic stop data they report, and some officers have already been detected doing precisely that (Donohue, 2000; Meeks, 2000:6–7; Verniero and Zoubeck, 1999:31–32). Moreover, police-reported data do not capture citizen perceptions of the legitimacy of traffic stops nor citizen perceptions of the propriety of police actions. It would therefore be a mistake for scholars to base their understandings of Driving While Black exclusively on the extensive police-reported data that will soon become available.

**Triangulated Data as the Solution**

The solution is triangulated data (Singleton and Straits, 1999:404–405; Webb et al., 1966:173–174) and to complement police-reported data with two additional types of data. The present research used one of those complementary data sources—citizen self-reports (also see Pfaff-Wright and Tomaskovic-Devey, 2000; Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). The other complementary data source is to train the observers who collected so much of the scholarly data on police and policing in the past (for reviews, see Riksheim and Chermak, 1993; Sherman, 1980) to observe and record the race and ethnicity of the many traffic law violators whom police witness but choose to leave alone and the demeanor of police, not just citizens (Klinger, 1994), during their encounters with drivers whom they do stop.

An agenda for future research is therefore clear. Scholars should continue to collect police-reported data on traffic stops (cf., Zingraff et al., 2000) and to collect and examine citizen reports of traffic stops (Pfaff-Wright and Tomaskovic-Devey, 2000; Weitzer and Tuch, 2002). But they also must expand the training of observers of police to include coding not just traffic stops and the actions and demeanor of police and drivers during stops, but also the race and ethnicity of traffic law violators observed by police but left alone. And, with these triangulated data in hand, researchers can then explore the similarities and isolate and explain the differences that arise from using police-reported, citizen-reported, and observer-reported data to describe and explain the phenomenon of Driving While Black.
CONCLUSIONS

The present research supports five conclusions. First, citizens report that police nationally make traffic stops more frequently of African-American male drivers. More broadly, for both women and men, there is an identical pattern of stops by race/ethnicity. Second, African-American drivers (both men and women) as well as Hispanic male drivers are significantly less likely than white men to report that police had a legitimate reason for making the traffic stop, thereby suggesting either police recourse to pretext when stopping drivers of color or varying situational definitions between whites and citizens of color, or both. Third, African-American men and Hispanic men are significantly less likely than white men to report that police acted properly during the traffic stop encounter (as are African-American women compared with white women), thus reinforcing the existence of special problems associated with encounters between police and citizens of color. Fourth, although the reactions of Hispanics and others vary somewhat by gender, beliefs in the legitimacy and propriety of police actions are framed by a stark polarity between African Americans and whites. Most importantly, there is a pressing need and ample scholarly room for additional research on Driving While Black using triangulated police-reported, citizen-reported, and observer-reported data.
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Investigative Traffic Stops

Stopping a suspicious person on the pretext of a traffic violation is perfectly legal...as long as you have probable cause.

September 01, 2005 | by Devallis Rutledge - Also by this author

Most traffic stops are routine. You see a moving or equipment violation, make the stop, and issue a citation or warning. Everything's over in 10 minutes or so.

But because criminals also commit violations—and since they often have drugs, weapon, or other evidence or contraband inside their vehicles—traffic stops will often provide the opportunity for limited criminal investigations that can result in lawful searches, seizures, and arrests for more serious offenses.

Stop of the Century

The most compelling case-in-point occurred on the morning of April 19, 1995, when Oklahoma Highway Patrol Trooper Charlie Hanger stopped a 1977 Mercury Marquis on northbound Interstate 35 for having no rear license plate.

The driver (sole occupant) got out, and Trooper Hanger asked about the missing plate and requested license and proof of insurance. The driver said he had no insurance, and when he reached toward his rear pocket for his license, Hanger noticed a bulge beneath his jacket, under his left arm.

Finding a semiautomatic pistol loaded with Black Talon rounds, Hanger arrested the driver on weapons and vehicle-related charges. He was booked into the Noble County jail, where FBI agents took custody of him two days later for killing 168 people in the Oklahoma City bombing. The event had occurred little more than one hour before Trooper Hanger made the traffic stop on driver, Timothy McVeigh.

Legal Principles of Investigative Stops

Several important U.S. Supreme Court rulings provide the Fourth Amendment framework for using a criminal suspect's vehicle violations to allow a temporary detention that may permit further investigative steps that could enhance officer safety and produce admissible incriminating evidence.

There are several points to keep in mind when considering the use of a traffic stop to facilitate a criminal investigation:

- Full investigative techniques are inappropriate for routine traffic enforcement stops.
• Officer/public safety procedures should be observed.
• Some states place greater restrictions on police activity than does the Fourth Amendment.
• A traffic stop is a detention that must be justified with at least reasonable suspicion of a violation.

Making the Stop

In Whren v. U.S., the Supreme Court held that an officer who suspects a vehicle's occupants of criminal offenses may use an observed traffic violation to stop the vehicle. In Whren, narcotics suspects were stopped for moving violations. Drugs then seized in plain view were admissible because the court ruled that the officers' subjective reason for making the stop— even if a pretext for criminal investigation—did not invalidate the stop.

Ordering Suspects Out

In Pennsylvania v. Mimms, the court considered whether officers could routinely order the driver out at a traffic stop. When Mimms was stopped for expired plates and asked to step out of his car, officers saw a bulge under his jacket, patted him down, and found a gun. Mimms claimed that the order for him to get out of his car violated the Fourth Amendment.

The Supreme Court looked at statistics indicating that 30 percent of police shootings occur when an officer approaches a suspect seated in an automobile and decided that officer safety concerns justified allowing officers to routinely order the driver out. Said the court, "We hold that once a motor vehicle has been lawfully detained for a traffic violation, the police officers may order the driver to get out of the vehicle without violating the Fourth Amendment."

The court extended this holding to all passengers in Maryland v. Wilson. Under these two rulings, you may order the driver and all passengers out of a vehicle at any lawful traffic stop (though you ordinarily would not do so for non-investigative, traffic enforcement stops). Any evidence that comes into your plain view as a result will not be made inadmissible by the Fourth Amendment. (The court has not ruled on whether passengers can be detained without further suspicion.)

Making the Arrest

Some states have statutes that limit an officer's authority to make a custodial arrest of a person for driving and equipment violations, and these limitations should be observed. But for purposes of the Fourth Amendment, which will control federal civil liability issues and admissibility-of-evidence determinations in the federal courts and most state courts, an arrest can be made for even a fine-only traffic infraction, if supported by probable cause.

In Atwater v. City of Lago Vista, Texas, the Supreme Court rejected a civil suit filed by a woman who was arrested for a seatbelt violation, although Texas law limited the punishment to a $50 fine. The court felt the officer exercised "extremely poor judgment" in making a custodial arrest in the circumstances of this case (which is a good reason to confine this option to investigative stops).

But the majority ruled that the arrest was constitutionally permissible, stating, "If an officer has probable cause to believe that an individual has committed even a very minor criminal offense in his presence, he may, without violating the Fourth Amendment, arrest the offender."
The court unanimously reaffirmed its rulings in Atwater and Whren in Arkansas v. Sullivan, which involved an arrest for speeding. An impound inventory of the car yielded methamphetamine. Citing Atwater, the court said, "The Arkansas Supreme Court never questioned Officer Taylor’s authority to arrest Sullivan for a fine-only traffic violation (speeding), and rightly so."

And even though the Arkansas court had decided that the traffic arrest had been a "pretext and sham to search" for drugs, the Supreme Court said, "A traffic-violation arrest will not be rendered invalid by the fact that it was a mere pretext for a narcotics search."

Making the Search

In New York v. Belton and Thornton v. U.S., the Supreme Court ruled that a lawful custodial arrest permits a contemporaneous search of the passenger compartment (including containers) of a vehicle recently occupied by the arrestee. And in Rawlings v. Kentucky, the court said that a search incident to arrest could be made once there was probable cause to arrest, even though the person had not yet been arrested. In most jurisdictions, the arrest of the driver allows an impound and a standardized inventory may disclose additional evidence (Colorado v. Bertine).

If the driver is simply issued a citation, no search can then be justified as "incident to arrest" (Knowles v. Iowa).

Using, But Not Abusing, the Law

The dissenting opinion in Atwater succinctly summarized the net effect of these various rulings: "When a police officer has probable cause to believe...a traffic violation, the officer may stop the car, arrest the driver, search the driver, search the entire passenger compartment, including any purse or package inside, and impound the car and inventory all its contents."

The investigative stop can be a very useful tool when used with suspected criminals. But as the majority stressed, its decision was based in part on the absence of proof that officers were abusing their authority to arrest for fine-only offenses. Sound judgment should be used in application.

Checklist for Making Investigative Stops

- Watch for moving/equipment violations.
- Safety permitting, order occupants out.
- Request consent to search.
- Arrest the driver for traffic violations (if permitted).
- Search the passenger compartment incident to arrest.
- Impound and inventory per standardized procedure.
- Do not abuse by inappropriate application.

Devallis Rutledge, a former police officer and veteran prosecutor, is Special Counsel to the Los Angeles County District Attorney.
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Most Americans never have been arrested or had their homes searched by the police, but almost everyone has been pulled over. Traffic enforcement is so common it can seem humdrum. Notwithstanding the occasional murder suspect caught following a fortuitous vehicle code violation, even the police tend to view traffic enforcement as "peripheral to 'crime fighting.'"

Fourth Amendment decisions about traffic enforcement can seem peripheral, too. Every criminal lawyer knows that the Supreme Court treats the highway as a special case. Motorists receive reduced protection against searches and seizures, in part because
of law enforcement necessities, and in part because the Supreme Court simply finds it unrealistic in this day and age for people to expect much privacy in their cars. Doctrinally as well as practically, constitutional restrictions on traffic enforcement thus can appear of marginal consequence.

This is deceptive. Despite its unglamorous reputation, traffic enforcement is perilous work, and law enforcement administrators increasingly view it as integral to effective crime control. For many motorists, particularly those who are not white, traffic stops can be not just inconvenient, but frightening, humiliating, and dangerous. And for the scholar, the Supreme Court’s application of the Fourth Amendment to traffic stops can offer important clues to the overall status and future of search and seizure law. It is not just that doctrines crafted for the highway can later turn up elsewhere, although this certainly happens. More important is that the way the Court handles controversies over vehicle stops—what it says and what it does not say—has a good deal to tell us about its broader understandings of the role of the Fourth Amendment.

This is particularly true today, because in the past two terms the Court has given vehicle stops an unusual amount of attention. In the ten-month period from May 1996 to February 1997, the

---

3 See, for example, Chambers v Maroney, 399 US 42, 51 (1970) (explaining that “a search warrant [is] unnecessary where there is probable cause to search an automobile stopped on the highway,” because “the car is movable, the occupants are alerted, and the car’s contents may never be found again if a warrant must be obtained”); Michigan Dep’t of State Police v Sitz, 496 US 444, 451 (1990) (upholding sobriety checkpoint in part because of “the magnitude of the drunken driving problem”).

4 See South Dakota v Opperman, 428 US 364, 367–68 (1976) (reasoning that “the expectation of privacy with respect to one’s automobile is significantly less than that relating to one’s home or office,” because cars “are subjected to pervasive and continuing governmental regulation” and “periodic inspection,” police stop and examine cars for vehicle code violations “[as an everyday occurrence,” highway travel is “obviously public” because it subjects the occupants and contents of cars to “plain view,” and cars “are frequently taken into police custody” as part of “community caretaking”). To similar effect is United States v Chadwick, 433 US 1, 12–13 (1977).

5 Warrantless inventory searches, initially predicated on the reduced expectation of privacy in a motor vehicle, see South Dakota v Opperman, 428 US 364 (1976), in time were extended to booking searches of arrestees, see Illinois v Lafayette, 462 US 640 (1983). Similarly, “protective sweeps” were approved first for cars, see Michigan v Long, 463 US 1032 (1983), then for houses, see Maryland v Brie, 494 US 325 (1990); and the Court’s lenient approach to sobriety checkpoints, see Michigan Dep’t of State Police v Sitz, 496 US 444 (1990), ultimately formed part of the basis for its approval of drug testing for student athletes, see Vernonia School District 47J v Acton, 115 S Ct 2386, 2391 (1995).
Court held that the legality of a traffic stop based on probable cause does not depend on the officer's intent, used a case involving a vehicle stop to decide the standard of review for findings regarding the existence of probable cause or reasonable suspicion, authorized an officer conducting a traffic stop to ask permission to search the car without first making clear the driver is free to leave, and ruled that passengers as well as the driver can be ordered out of the car.

Since virtually everyone violates traffic laws at least occasionally, the upshot of these decisions is that police officers, if they are patient, can eventually pull over almost anyone they choose, order the driver and all passengers out of the car, and then ask for permission to search the vehicle without first making clear the detention is over. For reasons I hope to make clear, this is a disconcerting state of affairs. My principal focus here, however, is less on the wisdom of the Court's recent decisions than on the lessons these decisions teach about the general state of Fourth Amendment law. I argue that the four cases reveal a strong degree of consensus on the Court about the proper application of the Fourth Amendment, and that the consensus results not from a settled body of doctrine but rather from shared, largely unspoken understandings. These understandings strongly favor law enforcement and, more troublingly, disregard the distinctive grievances and concerns of minority motorists stopped by the police. In ways the vehicle stop cases help to illustrate, this disregard is deeply embedded in the structure of current Fourth Amendment law, and over the long term it limits the protection the Amendment provides to all of us.

In Part I of this essay I briefly describe the four cases, after first reviewing even more summarily the doctrinal background against which they were decided. Part II discusses the striking degree of unanimity the Court has displayed in the vehicle stop decisions and in recent Fourth Amendment cases generally. Part III inquires whether this lack of discord is the product of a stable body of doctrine and determines that it is not. I argue in Part IV that the

---

9 Maryland v Wilson, 117 S Ct 882 (1997).
unanimity instead results from shared understandings that are de-
cidedly pro-government, and in Part V that these understandings
systematically ignore the ways in which roadside stops of minority
motorists tend to differ from those of whites. Part VI explores the
implications of this disregard for searches and seizures generally
and suggests that the vehicle stop cases illustrate several ways in
which a systematic disregard for the distinctive concerns of racial
minorities has become embedded in the structure of Fourth
Amendment doctrine and constrains the doctrine’s growth. Fi-
nally, in Part VII, I ask whether the minority concerns ignored by
search and seizure law are adequately addressed elsewhere, I con-
clude that they are not, and I offer some tentative thoughts about
how the problems I have identified can best be addressed.

I. THE CASES

The basic Fourth Amendment rules regarding vehicle stops
can be stated simply. When the police pull a car over, they take
hold, temporarily, of both the car and the driver. The Fourth
Amendment guarantees “[t]he right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures,” so vehicle stops, like other “seizures,” must
be “reasonable.” Although a full-scale arrest is reasonable only
if based on probable cause to believe the suspect has committed
a crime, a car stop or other detention falling short of an arrest
need only be “justified at its inception” and “reasonably related
in scope to the circumstances which justified the interference.” Such a detention is “justified at its inception” if it is supported
by probable cause that the driver has violated traffic laws, or by
“reasonable suspicion, based on objective facts, that the individual
is involved in criminal activity.”

10 See, for example, Delaware v Prouse, 440 US 648, 653 (1979).
11 See, for example, United States v Watson, 423 US 411 (1976). Probable cause consists
of “facts and circumstances” sufficient to lead a reasonable officer to believe that the suspect
is committing or has committed an offense. Draper v United States, 358 US 307 (1959).
The Court has resolutely refused to define the term with any further precision. See, for example, Illinois v Gates, 462 US 213, 232 (1983) (stressing that “probable cause is a fluid
concept . . . not readily, or even usefully, reduced to a neat set of legal rules”).
13 Brown v Texas, 443 US 47, 51 (1979). The Court has never made clear whether a traffic
stop may be justified by reasonable suspicion, falling short of probable cause, that the driver
An officer who has pulled a car over may order the driver out.\textsuperscript{14} If the officer reasonably suspects that the driver is armed and dangerous, a patdown is allowed,\textsuperscript{15} and the passenger compartment may be searched for weapons if the officer reasonably believes the driver "is dangerous and . . . may gain immediate control of weapons."\textsuperscript{16} In either case, the officer's concern must be objectively reasonable, based on "specific and articulable facts."\textsuperscript{17} Beyond this, there are few sharp rules restricting the "scope" of roadside stops and other investigatory detentions; the duration of such a detention, for example, is limited only by the general requirement of reasonableness.\textsuperscript{18}

If before or during the detention the officer develops probable cause to believe the car contains contraband or evidence of a crime, the car may be searched without a warrant.\textsuperscript{19} The car also may be searched if the officer receives consent that appears "voluntary" in view of "all the circumstances"\textsuperscript{20} from someone the officer reasonably believes has sole or shared authority over the vehicle.\textsuperscript{21}

All these rules were in place five years ago; most of them have been settled for more than two decades. They provided the backdrop for the four car stop cases the Court decided in the past two terms. \textit{Ornelas v United States}\textsuperscript{22} and \textit{Whren v United States}\textsuperscript{23} were handed down during the 1995 Term, \textit{Ohio v Robinette}\textsuperscript{24} and \textit{Maryland v Wilson}\textsuperscript{25} during the 1996 Term. Before discussing what these

---

\textsuperscript{15} See \textit{Terry}, 392 US at 27.
\textsuperscript{17} Id at 1049; \textit{Terry}, 392 US at 21.
\textsuperscript{22} 116 S Ct 1657 (1996).
\textsuperscript{23} Id at 1769.
\textsuperscript{24} 117 S Ct 417 (1996).
\textsuperscript{25} Id at 882.
cases mean collectively, it will help to examine each individually.

A. ORNELAS V UNITED STATES

Unlike the other three cases, Ornelas, although it arose from the detention of a motorist and his passenger, did not involve the substantive limits on traffic stops. Rather, it focused on the standard of appellate review for findings of probable cause or reasonable suspicion. The decision merits our attention, however, because it illuminates the significance of the other three cases.

Saul Ornelas and Ismael Ornelas-Ledesma were stopped by officers of the Milwaukee County Sheriff’s Department as they were about to drive out of a motel parking lot in downtown Milwaukee. The officers suspected the men were trafficking in narcotics.26 After speaking briefly with the defendants, the officers searched the car and found two kilograms of cocaine hidden behind a door panel. The district court found that facts known to the officers gave them reasonable suspicion for the initial stop and probable cause for the search.27 The court of appeals affirmed, concluding that the district court’s findings did not constitute “clear error.”28

The question addressed by the Supreme Court was whether the trial court’s findings of reasonable suspicion and probable cause were properly reviewed de novo or for “abuse of discretion”—the

---

26 One of the officers later explained that his suspicions initially were aroused by the car itself: an older model, two-door General Motors vehicle, “a favorite with drug couriers because it is easy to hide things in them,” bearing license plates from California, “a ‘source State’ for drugs.” Ornelas, 116 S Ct at 1659. The officers determined from a check of registration records that the car was owned by “either Miguel Ledesma Ornelas or Miguel Ornelas Ledesma from San Jose, California,” and the motel registry revealed “Ismael Ornelas,” accompanied by another man, had checked in at 4:00 in the morning without a reservation. Id. The officers then had the Drug Enforcement Administration check the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Information System (NADDIS)—“a federal database of known and suspected drug dealers”—for the names Miguel Ledesma Ornelas and Ismael Ornelas; both names turned up, one as a heroin dealer and one as a cocaine dealer. Id.

27 The district court also found that the defendants had consented to a search of the car. Under Seventh Circuit precedent, however, the consent search could not include removing the door panel, without probable cause to believe it concealed contraband or evidence. See United States v Garcia, 897 F2d 1413, 1419–20 (7th Cir 1990). The Supreme Court in Ornelas “assume[d] correct the Circuit’s limitation on the scope of consent only for purposes of this decision.” 116 S Ct at 1660 n 1.

Court's preferred term for the deferential standard of review applied by the court of appeals. The justices voted 8–1 for de novo review and remanded the case to the court of appeals.

Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote for the majority. Assessments of probable cause and reasonable suspicion, he explained, should be reviewed searchingly, in order to promote consistency of results, to give appellate courts control of the legal principles they propound, and to allow progressive clarification of the law. The Court "hasten[ed] to point out," however, "that a reviewing court should take care both to review findings of historical fact for clear error and to give due weight to inferences drawn from those facts by resident judges and local law enforcement officers." Such inferences, the Court explained, included those drawn by an officer "through the lens of his police experience and expertise." More particularly, they included both the officer's inference in the case before the Court that a loose door panel he discovered might conceal illegal narcotics, and "the trial court's finding that the officer was credible and the inference was reasonable."

Justice Scalia, the sole dissenter, argued for deference to the expertise of district judges, and suggested that determinations of probable cause and reasonable suspicion were so fact-intensive that appellate review in particular cases would do little to clarify the law. He also accused the majority of lacking "the courage of its conclusions," because "in de novo review, the 'weight due' to a trial court's finding is zero."

B. WHREN V UNITED STATES

The three roadside detention cases decided after Ornelas all involved what the police described as routine traffic stops. Each of
these concerned, in a sense, what counts as "routine" for purposes of the Fourth Amendment.

*Whren v United States* arose when police in Washington, D.C., pulled over a Nissan Pathfinder and saw two bags of crack cocaine in the hands of Michael Whren, the front-seat passenger. This evidence was used to convict Whren and the driver of federal narcotics offenses. Both defendants challenged their convictions on the ground that the stop leading to the discovery of the cocaine violated the Fourth Amendment. The police claimed they had stopped the car because the driver had broken several traffic laws; specifically, he had paused at a stop sign "for what seemed an unusually long time—more than 20 seconds," he had turned without signaling, and he had "sped off at an 'unreasonable' speed." The defendants contended they had been stopped "because the sight of two young black men in a Nissan Pathfinder with temporary tags, pausing at stop sign in Southeast Washington," had struck the police as suspicious.

There was some circumstantial evidence for the defendants' version. They had been pulled over and ultimately arrested not by traffic officers but by plainclothes vice-squad officers patrolling a "high drug area" of the city in an unmarked car—officers who were actually prohibited, as a matter of departmental policy, from making routine traffic stops. But the Supreme Court sided with the police. In a unanimous opinion authored by Justice Scalia, the Court held that "the constitutional reasonableness of traffic stops"

---


37 Id at 1772. District of Columbia traffic laws prohibited turning without signaling, driving at "a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the conditions," and failing to "give full time and attention to the operation of the vehicle." Id at 1772–73 (quoting 18 DC Mun Regs §§ 2204.3, 2200.3, 2213.4 (1995)).

38 Brief for the Petitioners at 2. Lower courts generally have held that "racial incongruity" may provide part but not all of the basis for reasonable suspicion. LaFave, 4 Search and Seizure § 9.4(f) at 183 n 220 (cited in note 13). See also United States v Brigioni-Ponce, 422 US 873, 885–87 (1975) (holding that "Mexican appearance" is a "relevant factor" but on its own cannot justify car stops by roving border patrol agents). For thoughtful criticism of permitting even this limited use of race, see Sheri Lynn Johnson, *Race and the Decision to Detain a Suspect*, 93 Yale L J 214 (1983); *Developments in the Law—Race and the Criminal Process*, 101 Harv L Rev 1472, 1500–20 (1988). The officers in *Whren* claimed that race had played no role in their decision to stop the Pathfinder. See United States v Whren, 53 F3d 371, 373 (DC Cir 1995), aff'd, 116 S Ct 1769 (1996).

39 116 S Ct at 1772, 1775.
does not depend "on the actual motivations of the individual officers involved." Because the police had probable cause to believe the driver of the Pathfinder had violated traffic laws—they saw the violations themselves—the stop was lawful, regardless of their actual motivation. "Subjective intentions," Justice Scalia explained, "play no role in ordinary, probable-cause Fourth Amendment analysis."

C. OHIO V ROBINETTE

The controversy in Ohio v Robinette had to do not with the initiation of a traffic stop, but with its aftermath. Robert Robinette was stopped for speeding and received a warning. Deputy Sheriff Roger Newsome then asked him "[o]ne question before you get gone: [A]re you carrying any illegal contraband in your car? Any weapons of any kind, drugs, anything like that? When Robinette said he was not, Newsome, apparently as a matter of routine, asked for permission to search the car. Robinette agreed. The search turned up a small amount of marijuana and a methamphetamine pill. Robinette was convicted of possession of a controlled substance, but the Ohio Supreme Court threw the conviction out.

The Ohio court reasoned that, once the basis for the stop had terminated, Newsome was required to tell Robinette that he was free to leave. Otherwise, the subsequent interactions between Robinette and Newsome could not be deemed consensual:

Most people believe that they are validly in a police officer's custody as long as the officer continues to interrogate them.

The police officer retains the upper hand and the accouter-

---

40 Id at 1774.
41 Id.
42 117 S Ct 417 (1986).
43 Id at 419.
44 Like the officers in Whren, Newsome "was on drug interdiction patrol at the time." State v Robinette, 653 NE2d 695, 696 (Ohio 1995), rev'd, 117 S Ct 417 (1996). He testified that he routinely asked permission to search cars that he stopped for traffic violations. See id. As Justice Ginsburg noted in her concurring opinion, Newsome testified in another case that "he requested consent to search in 786 traffic stops in 1992, the year of Robinette's arrest." 117 S Ct at 422 (citing State v Rutherford, 639 NE2d 498, 503 n 3 (Ohio Ct App), dism'd, 635 NE2d 43 (Ohio 1994)).
ments of authority. That the officer lacks legal license to continue to detain them is unknown to most citizens, and a reasonable person would not feel free to walk away as the officer continues to address him.\footnote{653 NE2d 695, 698.}

By a vote of 8–1, however, the Supreme Court of the United States rejected the Ohio court’s “bright-line” rule, reasoning that the only “Fourth Amendment test for a valid consent to search is that the consent be voluntary,”\footnote{117 S Ct at 421.} and reaffirming that voluntariness must be determined “from all the circumstances.”\footnote{Id (quoting Schneckloth v Bustamonte, 412 US 218, 248–49 (1973)).} Writing for the majority, Chief Justice Rehnquist added that it would be “unrealistic to require police officers to always inform detainees that they are free to go before a consent to search may be deemed voluntary.”\footnote{117 S Ct at 421.}

Concurring in the judgment, Justice Ginsburg agreed that the requirement imposed by the Ohio court could not be found in the Fourth Amendment, but she strongly suggested that the Ohio Supreme Court might appropriately ground such a requirement in state constitutional law.\footnote{Id at 421–24. Justice Ginsburg agreed with the majority that “[t]he Ohio Supreme Court invoked both the Federal Constitution and the Ohio Constitution without clearly indicating whether state law, standing alone, independently justified the court’s rule,” and that this ambiguity rendered appropriate the Court’s exercise of jurisdiction under Michigan v Long, 463 US 1032 (1983). Id at 422.} Justice Stevens, the lone dissenter, also agreed that “[t]he Federal Constitution does not require that a lawfully seized person be advised that he is ‘free to go’ before his consent to search will be recognized as voluntary,” but he argued that “the prophylactic rule announced [by the Ohio Supreme Court] . . . was intended as a guide to the decision of future cases rather than as an explanation of the decision in this case.”\footnote{Id at 424.}

D. MARYLAND V WILSON

Whereas Whren involved the justification for a routine traffic stop, and Robinette addressed its aftermath, Maryland v Wilson\footnote{117 S Ct 882 (1997).} fo-
cused on what may happen during the stop. Specifically, the case concerned whether a police officer carrying out a lawful traffic stop has blanket authority to order passengers out of the car. Jerry Wilson, the front-seat passenger in a car pulled over for speeding, dropped some crack cocaine when he was directed to leave the vehicle. The Maryland courts ruled the cocaine inadmissible against Wilson, on the ground that ordering Wilson out of the car was unreasonable and therefore in violation of the Fourth Amendment. Although the Supreme Court had earlier held that the driver may be ordered out of the car during a lawful traffic stop, the Maryland courts reasoned that passengers were different.

By a vote of 7–2, the Supreme Court disagreed. Writing once again for the majority, Chief Justice Rehnquist acknowledged that "there is not the same basis for ordering the passengers out of the car as there is for ordering the driver out," because "[t]here is probable cause to believe that the driver has committed a minor vehicular offense, but there is no such reason to stop or detain the passengers." Nonetheless, "the additional intrusion on the passenger is minimal," and "the same weighty interest in officer safety is present regardless whether the occupant of the stopped car is a driver or passenger." Indeed, the Chief Justice noted, "the fact that there is more than one occupant of the vehicle increases the possible sources of harm to the officer."

Justices Stevens and Kennedy dissented. Justice Stevens argued that a police officer carrying out a traffic stop should be authorized to order passengers out only if the officer "has an articulable suspicion of possible danger." Justice Kennedy called for a more open-ended approach, permitting such a command whenever "there are

---

54 117 S Ct at 886.
55 Id. "In 1994 alone, there were 5,762 officer assaults and 11 officers killed during traffic pursuits and stops." Id at 885 (citing Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports: Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted (1994)). See also Lisa A. Regini, Extending the Mimms Rule to Include Passengers, FBI Law Enforcement Bull 27 (June 1997) (suggesting these dangers may make "routine traffic stops" the "most misnamed activity in law enforcement").
56 Id at 885.
57 Id at 887 (Stevens dissenting).
objective circumstances making it reasonable for the officer to issue the order." 57

II. The New Consensus

To anyone familiar with the Supreme Court’s writings on the Fourth Amendment over the past several decades, probably the most striking thing about Ornelas, Whren, Robinette, and Wilson was not the results reached—none of which, taken individually, came as a great surprise—but the lack of discord within the Court. In the four decisions combined, there was a total of only four dissenting votes, and only one separate concurring opinion.

Even these numbers overstate the degree of disagreement. Justice Scalia, the lone dissenter in Ornelas, agreed with the majority that trial courts deserve deference on questions of probable cause and reasonable suspicion; what he wanted was less a different rule than a rule worded more clearly. Justice Stevens, the only dissenting vote in Robinette, explicitly approved the Court’s substantive holding, and disagreed only about whether the lower court had applied a contrary rule in the case under review. Justice Ginsburg, who concurred separately in Robinette, expressly embraced the Court’s holding, and wrote separately only because it seemed to her “improbable that the Ohio Supreme Court understood its first-tell-then-ask rule to be the Federal Constitution’s mandate for the Nation as a whole.” 58 Similarly, although Justices Stevens and Kennedy dissented in Wilson, the rules they proposed differed only modestly from the one adopted by the Court. 59

57 Id at 890 (Kennedy dissenting). Justice Kennedy ascribed this conclusion to Justice Stevens, whose dissent he also joined. Justice Stevens apparently recognized that Justice Kennedy’s approach was less circumscribed than his own; he did not join Justice Kennedy’s dissent.

58 Id at 422 (Ginsburg concurring).

59 The rule proposed by Justice Stevens—requiring an officer to have “an articulable suspicion of possible danger” before ordering a passenger out of a car, 117 S Ct at 887 (Stevens dissenting)—may even have been satisfied in the case before the Court. The officer who ordered Wilson out of the car testified that he did so because “movement in the vehicle” suggested to him that “there could be a handgun in the vehicle,” and gave him concern for his safety. State v Wilson, 664 A2d 1, 2 (Md 1995), rev’d, 117 S Ct 882 (1997). For reasons the record does not disclose, the Maryland Court of Special Appeals nonetheless upheld the trial judge’s finding that the officer did not act out of any “sense of heightened caution or apprehensiveness.” Id at 15.

Justice Kennedy joined Justice Stevens’s opinion and also wrote a separate opinion sug-
The institutional harmony displayed in these cases is typical of the Court's recent Fourth Amendment decisions. This is a new phenomenon. As recently as five or ten years ago, an important search or seizure commonly produced four or more sharply divergent opinions. Often no single opinion spoke for the Court.\(^{60}\)

Although the Court still splinters today on some other subjects—voting rights\(^{61}\) and freedom of speech\(^{62}\) are two good examples—it increasingly speaks with a clear and united voice when it


\(^{61}\) See, for example, Bush v Vera, 116 S Ct 1941 (1996) (six opinions, no majority); Miller v Johnson, 115 S Ct 2475 (1995) (four opinions).

addresses constitutional restrictions on searches and seizures by the police. Usually the opinion is authored by Chief Justice Rehnquist or a more conservative member of the Court.

Nothing illustrates this new consensus on the Fourth Amendment more clearly than Justice Scalia’s unanimous opinion for the

---

In addition to the cases discussed in the text, see Richards v Wisconsin, 117 S Ct 1416 (1997) (unanimous ruling that “no knock” searches may be “unreasonable” even in a drug case, although not in the case before the Court); Pennsylvania v Lahron, 116 S Ct 2485 (1996) (per curiam holding that “automobile exception” to the warrant requirement does not require exigency); Wilson v Arkansas, 115 S Ct 1914, 1915 (1995) (unanimous ruling that the “common-law ‘knock and announce’ principle forms part of the reasonableness inquiry under the Fourth Amendment”); United States v Padilla, 508 US 77 (1993) (per curiam holding that criminal defendants lack standing to object to violations of the Fourth Amendment rights of their coconspirators).

The Court can still divide noticeably when asked how the Fourth Amendment applies to government agencies other than the police. See Vernonia School District 47J v Acton, 115 S Ct 2386 (1995); Arizona v Evans, 115 S Ct 1185 (1995). The majority in Acton, led by Justice Scalia, upheld a school district’s program of mass, suspicionless drug testing of student athletes. Justice O’Connor, joined by Justices Stevens and Souter, dissented vehemently from the decision, and Justice Ginsburg, who joined the majority opinion, also wrote separately in an effort to limit the ruling. In Evans, the Court held that the Fourth Amendment does not require suppression of evidence seized during an illegal arrest resulting from a clerical mistake by court personnel. Chief Justice Rehnquist wrote for the majority, Justice O’Connor and Justice Souter each filed concurring opinions seeking to limit the scope of the ruling, and Justice Stevens and Justice Ginsburg each wrote dissents. The Court was less divided in Chandler v Miller, 117 S Ct 1295 (1997), when it struck down, over Chief Justice Rehnquist’s lone dissent, a Georgia statute requiring candidates for certain elected positions to take urinalysis drug tests. As I discuss later, this may have had to do with the fact that among those Georgians subjected to drug testing were candidates for seats on the state supreme court, court of appeals, and superior courts. See note 151 and accompanying text.


Justice Thomas and Chief Justice Rehnquist have been in the majority of all but three of the Fourth Amendment cases the Court has decided since Thomas joined the Court in 1993. The exceptions are Minnesota v Dickerson, 508 US 366 (1993), Powell v Nevada, 511 US 79 (1994), and Chandler v Miller, 117 S Ct 1295 (1997). The holding in Powell was relatively technical: the Court ruled that County of Riverside v McLaughlin, 500 US 44 (1991), which found the Fourth Amendment to require that suspects arrested without warrant ordinarily receive a judicial determination of probable cause within 48 hours, applied retroactively. The Chief Justice joined Justice Thomas’s dissent. In Dickerson, the Chief Justice wrote the dissent, joined by Justice Thomas and Justice Blackmun. The principle holding in that case, with which all nine justices agreed, was that the Minnesota Supreme Court had erred in ruling that officers may not seize nonthreatening contraband detected during a protective patdown search. The majority, led by Justice White, nonetheless affirmed the Minnesota court’s reversal of Dickerson’s conviction, reasoning that the patdown exceeded permissible limits; the dissenters would have remanded that issue. In Chandler, a majority of eight, led by Justice Ginsburg, struck down a Georgia statute requiring candidates for a wide range of executive and judicial positions to take drug tests; Chief Justice Rehnquist was the lone dissenter.
Court rejecting the pretext claim in Whren. Whren touched on an issue of persistent ambiguity in constitutional criminal procedure—the relevance of a police officer’s motivations. On the one hand, the Court has long expressed a strong preference, at least in theory, for tying the legality of law enforcement measures to objective circumstances, rather than to officers’ intentions.\(^6\) On the other hand, some doctrines of criminal procedure hinge explicitly on police intent,\(^6\) and even when applying doctrines that do not, the Court often has seemed influenced, sometimes heavily, by suppositions about why the police acted as they did.\(^6\)

Had the Supreme Court decided Whren twenty-five years ago, it is difficult to say what the result would have been. Ten years ago, the government probably would have won, but one suspects there would have been a strong dissent, and perhaps one or two opinions concurring only in the result. Very possibly no opinion would have spoken for a majority of the Court; if one did, it likely would have emphasized the particular facts before the Court and left “for another day” the question whether, in different circum-

\(^6\) See, for example, Stansbury v California, 114 S Ct 1526, 1529–30 (1994); Illinois v Rodriguez, 497 US 177, 183–86 (1990); New York v Quarles, 467 US 649, 656 & n 6 (1984). At times the Court has even said things like “the fact that the officer does not have the state of mind which is hypothesized by the reasons which provide the legal justification for the officer’s action does not invalidate the action taken as long as the circumstances, viewed objectively, justify that action.” Scott v United States, 436 US 128, 138 (1978) (Rehnquist).

\(^6\) See, for example, South Dakota v Opperman, 428 US 364, 375–76 (1976) (upholding warrantless inventory searches of impounded automobiles for “caretaking” purposes) (followed in Colorado v Bertine, 479 US 367, 372 (1987) and Florida v Wells, 495 US 1, 4 (1990)); United States v Masiah, 377 US 201 (1964) (holding that Sixth Amendment barred use against defendant of statements “deliberately elicited from him after he had been indicted and in the absence of his counsel”) (followed in Brewer v Williams, 430 US 387 (1977), and United States v Henry, 447 US 264 (1980)); United States v Lefkowitz, 285 US 452, 467 (1932) (holding that “[a]n arrest may not be used as a pretext to search for evidence”).

\(^6\) See, for example, New York v Burger, 482 US 691, 716 n 27 (1987) (upholding warrantless administrative inspection in part because neither legislature nor officers appeared to have used the inspection as a “pretext” to search for evidence of crime); Arizona v Mauro, 481 US 520, 528 (1987) (finding Miranda warnings unnecessary in part because police did not appear to have acted “for the purpose of eliciting incriminating statements”); Jones v United States, 357 US 493, 500 (1958) (invalidating search in part because “[t]he testimony of the federal officers makes clear beyond dispute that their purpose in entering was to search for distilling equipment, not to arrest petitioner”).

Justice Scalia correctly pointed out that both Burger and Opperman involved searches made without probable cause. See Whren, 116 S Ct at 1773. The same could be said of Jones. What he did not explain was why this distinction should make all the difference.
stances, an officer's subjective intent could ever invalidate an otherwise lawful traffic stop. The dissent would have stressed that to allow pretextual stops for traffic violations is to license arbitrary exercises of official discretion similar to those notoriously authorized in the eighteenth century by general warrants and writs of assistance, and that a "paramount purpose of the fourth amendment is to prohibit arbitrary searches and seizures as well as unjustified searches and seizures." The principal opinion presumably would have disclaimed giving police the broad authority

---

68 See, for example, Skinner v Railway Labor Executives' Ass'n, 489 US 602, 621 n 25 (1989) ("leaving for another day the question whether routine use in criminal prosecutions of evidence obtained pursuant to the {Federal Railway Administration's drug testing program} would give rise to an inference of pretext, or otherwise impugn the administrative nature of the FRA's program"); O'Connor v Ortega, 480 US 709, 723 (1987) ("leaving for another day" application of the Fourth Amendment to workplace searches by government employers for purposes unrelated to work); United States v Robinson, 414 US 218 (1973) ("leaving for another day questions which would arise" if the arrest giving rise to a search was "a departure from established police department practices").


For concise accounts of the resentments provoked by general warrants and writs of assistance, and the key role these resentments played in the drafting and adoption of the Fourth Amendment, the classic sources are Nelson B. Lasson, The History and Development of the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution 43-78 (Johns Hopkins, 1937), and Telford Taylor, Search, Seizure, and Surveillance, in Two Studies in Constitutional Interpretation 19, 24-38 (Ohio State, 1969). Essentially, general warrants were broad grants of authority from the executive to crown officers to search for and to arrest certain offenders, generally printers and publishers of seditious libel, and to search for and seize their papers. In the 1760s, Lord Camden and Lord Mansfield struck down these warrants in a series of decisions well known and widely applauded in the colonies. Writs of assistance were legislative acts empowering colonial revenue agents to search for smuggled goods. In 1761, James Otis argued famously but unsuccessfully against renewal of the writs in Massachusetts. General warrants were disfavored partly because they authorized broadscale seizure of all the offenders' papers, and partly because they gave crown officers wide discretion in determining who the offenders were. Writs of assistance were resented because of the virtually unlimited discretion they gave revenue agents to decide when, where, and how to search for contraband. This history recently has been placed in wider context by William Cuddihy's unpublished 1990 Ph.D. thesis, The Fourth Amendment: Origins and Original Meaning, 1602-1791. For a useful summary of that "exhaustive" and "exhausting" work, see Morgan Cloud, Searching through History; Searching for History, 63 U Chi L Rev 1707, 1713 (1996).

70 Anthony G. Amsterdam, Perspectives on the Fourth Amendment, 58 Minn L Rev 349, 417 (1974). See also, for example, Camara v Municipal Court, 387 US 523, 528 (1967) (noting that "the basic purpose" of the Fourth Amendment, "as recognized in countless decisions of this Court, is to safeguard the privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions by governmental officials"); Tracey Maclin, The Central Meaning of the Fourth Amendment, 35 Wm & Mary L Rev 197, 201 (1993) (arguing that "the central meaning of the Fourth Amendment is distrust of police power and discretion").
decried by the dissent. Law professors and lower courts would have been left to speculate how broad the holding really was.\footnote{71}

No such speculation is necessary now. All nine justices joined Justice Scalia's opinion in \textit{Whren}, and whatever else may be said about that opinion, it is not equivocal. Not only did Justice Scalia refuse to inquire why the District of Columbia police had pulled over the Pathfinder, he declared flatly that the Court's prior cases "foreclose any argument that the constitutional reasonableness of traffic stops depends on the actual motivations of the individual officers involved"—or even on whether "the officer's conduct deviated materially from usual police practices, so that a reasonable officer in the same circumstances would not have made the stop for the reasons given."\footnote{72}

Although the latter inquiry had been favored by a leading scholar of the Fourth Amendment and by a growing minority of lower courts,\footnote{73} Justice Scalia made short work of it. This nominally

\footnote{71 Debate continued for two decades, for example, about what sense to make of the Supreme Court's statement in \textit{United States v Scott}, 436 US 128, 138 (1978), that "the fact that the officer does not have the state of mind which is hypothesized by the reasons which provide the legal justification for the officer's action does not invalidate the action taken as long as the circumstances, viewed objectively, justify that action"—and, in particular, about whether the Supreme Court adopted the government's broad claim in that case that "subjective intent alone . . . does not make otherwise lawful conduct illegal or unconstitutional." See, for example, LaFave, \textit{1 Search and Seizure § 1.4(e) at 105 (cited in note 13) (arguing that Scott "can hardly be read as a definitive analysis settling that in all circumstances Fourth Amendment suppression issues are to be resolved without assaying 'the underlying intent or motivation of the officers involved,'" but that "this is precisely what the rule ought to be"); id at 102-25 & nn 61, 62, & 70 (summarizing and citing cases); John M. Burkoff, \textit{The Pretext Search Doctrine Returns after Never Leaving}, 66 U Detroit L Rev 363, 372 (1989) (contending that "Supreme Court decisions handed down both before and after the Scott decision have neither uniformly adopted nor applied an objective fourth amendment test as was seemingly dictated by Scott"); John M. Burkoff, \textit{Bad Faith Searches}, 57 NYU L Rev 70, 74-75 (1982) (calling the broad language of Scott "mere dicta," and arguing that "[r]easons of policy as well as doctrinal consistency require that the case be read more narrowly"); James B. Haddad, \textit{Pretextual Fourth Amendment Activity: Another Viewpoint}, 18 U Mich J L Ref 639, 674 (1989) (noting that "Scott did not involve a pretext claim," but arguing that the Supreme Court, properly, has never invalidated an otherwise valid search or seizure on the ground that the officers lacked the proper motive).}

\footnote{72 116 S Ct at 1774.}

\footnote{73 See, for example, \textit{United States v Cannon}, 29 F3d 472 (9th Cir 1994); \textit{United States v Smith}, 799 F2d 704 (11th Cir 1986); \textit{State v Daniel}, 665 So2d 1040 (Fla 1995); \textit{State v Haskell}, 645 A2d 619 (Me 1994); \textit{Alessandro v State}, 903 P2d 794 (Nev 1995); \textit{State v French}, 663 NE2d 367 (Ohio Ct App 1995); \textit{State v Blumenthal}, 895 P2d 430 (Wash Ct App 1995); LaFave, \textit{1 Search and Seizure § 1.4(e) at 119-20 & nn 55-59 (cited in note 13) (citing cases). None of the scholarly and judicial support for the defendants' position was noted in the Court's opinion.}
objective test, he explained, actually was "driven by subjective considera-
tions," because "[i]ts whole purpose is to prevent the police from doing under the guise of enforcing the traffic code what they would like to do for different reasons." 74 In addition, Justice Scalia stressed the difficulty of "plumb[ing] the collective consciousness of law enforcement in order to determine whether a 'reasonable officer' would have been moved to act upon the traffic violation." 75 He conceded that "police manuals and standard procedures may sometimes provide objective assistance," but suggested that "ordinarily one would be reduced to speculating about the hypothetical reaction of a hypothetical constable—an exercise that might be called virtual subjectivity." 76 Finally, even if the test could be applied, Justice Scalia pointed out that it would make the protections of the Fourth Amendment turn on police practices that "vary from place to place and from time to time," a prospect the Court found simply unacceptable. 77

These arguments were all of the cavalier sort one tends to encounter in opinions not tested by a dissent. No competent criminal lawyer could be expected to believe that past cases flatly "foreclose[d]" a direct inquiry into the purpose of a traffic stop; anyone familiar with the cases knew they were far murkier. 78 And Justice

74 116 S Ct at 1774.
75 Id at 1775.
76 Id.
77 Id.
78 For example, in a footnote to its per curiam affirmance of the conviction in Colorado v Bannister, 449 US 1 (1980), the Court had noted "[t]here was no evidence whatsoever that the officer's presence to issue a traffic citation was a pretext to confirm any other previous suspicion about the occupants." Id at 4 n 4. Justice Scalia quite properly treated the footnote as inconclusive: the most it demonstrated was "that the Court in Bannister found no need to inquire into the question now under discussion." Whren, 116 S Ct at 1773.

With other cases, though, Justice Scalia was less careful. For example, he described United States v Robinson, 414 US 218 (1973), as having "held that a traffic-violation arrest (of the sort here) would not be rendered invalid by the fact that it was 'a mere pretext for a narcotics search,'" and Scott v United States, 436 US 128 (1978), as having "said that '[s]ubjective intent alone... does not make otherwise lawful conduct illegal or unconstitutional.'" 116 S Ct 1774. The actual import of those cases was less clear. After noting in a footnote in Robinson that the defendant claimed his arrest for a traffic offense was pretextual and that the officer denied it, the Court said only this: "We think it is sufficient for purposes of our decision that respondent was lawfully arrested for an offense, and that [his placement] in custody following that arrest was not a departure from established police department practice. We leave for another day questions which would arise on facts different from these." 414 US at 221 n 1. In Scott, the Court recounted the government's position that "'[s]ubjective intent alone... does not make otherwise lawful conduct illegal or unconstitutional,' endorsed this position for purposes of assessing compliance with the statutory re-
Scalia’s objections to the “reasonable officer” test were unlikely to sway any careful reader. To begin with, it is not at all clear that the purpose of the test must be “to prevent the police from doing under the guise of enforcing the traffic code what they would like to do for different reasons.” Professor LaFave, for one, had argued that “it is the fact of the departure from the accepted way of handling such cases which makes the officer’s conduct arbitrary, and it is the arbitrariness which in this context constitutes the Fourth Amendment violation.” More fundamentally, it is hard to see why even someone opposed to probing for pretext in particular cases should object to objective rules simply on the ground that they are “driven by subjective considerations”; indeed, a strong case can be made that much of Fourth Amendment law is “driven” by concerns about improperly motivated searches and seizures.

At the level of application, police manuals and standard procedures surely could provide—and had provided—far more assistance than Justice Scalia acknowledged in assessing the objective reasonableness of traffic stops; the suggestion that the “reasonable officer” test could not be applied was belied by the experience of the lower courts that had in fact applied it. (Indeed, one of the requirements that wiretaps minimize the interception of conversations not the focus of the surveillance, and then opined more broadly that “the fact that the officer does not have the state of mind which is hypothesized by the reasons which provide the legal justification for the officer’s action does not invalidate the action.” 436 US at 138. Given the context of the broad language in Scott, even scholars unsympathetic to pretext claims have treated the case as questionable authority for their position. See note 71.

Justice Scalia also cited United States v Villamonte-Marquez, 462 US 579 (1983), which upheld the warrantless boarding of a sailboat by customs officers to inspect documents; in a footnote, the Court rejected an argument that the action was unlawful because it was prompted by a tip that a vessel in the vicinity was carrying marijuana. See id at 584 n 3. The rejected claim, however, appeared to be statutory rather than constitutional, see id, and, as in Scott, was not truly an allegation of pretext: as the Court pointed out, among the “vital” purposes of shipboard document inspections was “the need to deter or apprehend smugglers” in order to “prevent[ ] the entry into this country of controlled substances” and other contraband. See id at 591, 593.

LaFave, 1 Search & Seizure § 1.4(e) at 120–21 (cited in note 13).

This is precisely the case made by Professor Haddad. See Haddad, 18 U Mich J L Ref at 653–73 (cited in note 71).

See Janet Koven Levit, Pretextual Traffic Stops: United States v Whren and the Death of Terry v Ohio, 28 Loyola U Chi L J 145, 178–80 (1996). Despite the gradual spread of the “reasonable officer” test in the lower courts (see note 73), the Tenth Circuit, which had adopted the test in 1988, see United States v Groomsman, 864 F2d 1512 (10th Cir 1988), abandoned it as “unworkable” in 1995, see United States v Botero-Ospina, 71 F3d 783, 786 (10th Cir 1995). The court reached that conclusion largely because it found its own application of the rule “inconsistent” and because the rule had rarely caused the court to “reverse an order denying suppression.” Id. As I discuss later (see notes 184–89 and accompanying text), the inconsistencies identified by the Tenth Circuit were the normal, transitional results of
side benefits of the test may have been the encouragement it provided police departments to spell out their standard procedures more clearly, thereby minimizing litigation over the reasonableness of particular traffic stops, and in the bargain protecting against improper exercises of discretion. The business in *Whren* about "virtual subjectivity" was hard to take seriously: criminal procedure is chock full of rules that call precisely for "speculating about the hypothetical reaction of a hypothetical constable." And although police practices certainly do vary, why this made them improper predicates for Fourth Amendment restrictions (Justice Scalia called them "trivialities") was largely unexplained.

---

82 See, for example, Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 423–28 (cited in note 70) (discussing the advantages of constraining police discretion through departmental rules).

83 See, for example, *Florida v Jimeno*, 500 US 248, 252 (1991) (authorizing police to open a closed container found while searching a car pursuant to consent if the "consent would reasonably be understood" to extend to the container); *Illinois v Rodriguez*, 497 US 177, 188–89 (1990) (holding that valid consent may be given by anyone a reasonable officer would believe exercised "common authority over the premises"); *United States v Sharpe*, 470 US 675 (1985) (holding that an investigative stop may last as long as is reasonable under all the circumstances); *United States v Leon*, 468 US 897, 919 & n 20 (1984) (holding that the exclusionary rule does not apply where an officer relies in "objective good faith" on a search warrant issued by a judge or magistrate); *New York v Quarles*, 467 US 649, 656 (1984) (holding that *Miranda* warnings need not be given before police questioning that, regardless of its actual motivation, could have been "reasonably prompted by a concern for the public safety"); *Rhode Island v Innis*, 446 US 291, 301–02 (1980) (holding that "the definition of interrogation" for purposes of triggering the *Miranda* rule "can extend only to words or actions on the part of police officers that they should have known were reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating response"); *Terry v Ohio*, 392 US 1, 21–22 (1968) (noting generally that application of Fourth Amendment requires asking whether "the facts available to the officer at the moment of the seizure or the search" would "warrant a man of reasonable caution in the belief that the action taken was appropriate") (quoting *Carroll v United States*, 267 US 132, 162 (1925)).

84 *Whren*, 116 S Ct at 1775.

85 The Court supported this point with "cf" citations to *Gustafson v Florida*, 414 US 260 (1973) and *United States v Caceres*, 440 US 741 (1979). *Gustafson* was a search-incident-to-arrest case in which the Court noted, in passing, that although local regulations neither required the defendant’s arrest nor set conditions for his body search, these facts were not “determinative of the constitutional issue.” 414 US at 265. *Caceres* “decline[d] to adopt any rigid rule” requiring the suppression of evidence obtained in violation of IRS regulations concerning electronic surveillance. 440 US at 755. Neither case suggested that the variable nature of local police regulations rendered them entirely irrelevant to the reasonableness of a search or seizure under the Fourth Amendment. On the other hand, *Gustafson* certainly did provide a particularly striking illustration of the Supreme Court’s general lack of interest.
None of this is to say that the result in *Whren* was plainly wrong. The "reasonable officer" rule has much to recommend it, but Justice Scalia was probably right to suggest that it would give rise to difficult problems of application. Whether those problems justified the holding in *Whren* is a question I will take up later. The important point for now is not the answer the Supreme Court gave, but how unanimous and unqualified the answer was. The justices were able in *Whren* to resolve a difficult and persistent ambiguity of criminal procedure in a decisive manner that ten or twenty years ago would have been impossible. The Supreme Court's Fourth Amendment jurisprudence has begun to settle down. It is worth asking how this has been accomplished.

III. THE NEW CONSENSUS AND THE OLD "MESS"

Complaints about the disarray of Fourth Amendment law have long been a staple of legal scholarship. It now has been thirty-five years since Roger Dworkin first called Fourth Amendment cases "a mess" and Anthony Amsterdam said this was an understatement. Nearly two decades ago, Silas Wasserstrom and Louis Michael Seidman found "virtual unanimity" that "the Court simply has made a mess of search and seizure law." More recently Akhil Amar has described Fourth Amendment law as "jumble[d]," "contradictory," and—of course—a "mess." As Morgan Cloud in constraining police discretion by compelling, or even encouraging, departmental rule-making. See Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 416 (cited in note 70).

The only potential limit to the sweep of the holding in *Whren* is the weight the Court placed on the fact that the Fourth Amendment action there was supported by probable cause; possibly a different result might be reached for stops based only on reasonable suspicion. The Court acknowledged that "in principle every Fourth Amendment case, since it turns upon a 'reasonableness' determination, involves a balancing of all relevant factors," but it concluded that "[w]ith rare exceptions not applicable here . . . the result of that balancing is not in doubt where the search or seizure is based upon probable cause." 116 S Ct at 1776; see also note 67. This of course includes almost all lawful stops for traffic violations. See note 13.

Dworkin, 48 Ind L J at 329 (cited in note 60).

See Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 349 (cited in note 70). Even earlier, Professor LaFave had noted that "[n]o area of the law has more bedeviled the judiciary, from the Justices of the Supreme Court down to the magistrate." Wayne LaFave, *Search and Seizure: The Course of True Law . . . Has Not . . . Run Smooth,* 1966 U Ill L F 255.


has noted, "[c]ritics of the Supreme Court’s contemporary Fourth Amendment jurisprudence regularly complain that the Court’s decisions are," among other things, "illogical, inconsistent, . . . and theoretically incoherent."91

The harmony the Court displayed in the recent vehicle stop cases may at first suggest that these criticisms are now obsolete. On closer inspection, though, the recent cases show all the inconsistency for which Fourth Amendment law has become famous. Whatever accounts for the Court’s broad consensus in these cases, it is not newfound doctrinal coherence.

Start with Ornelas, in which the Court held that “as a general matter determinations of reasonable suspicion and probable cause should be reviewed de novo on appeal.”92 Despite this holding, the Court instructed the appellate court on remand to give “due weight” to the trial court’s finding that the officers’ determinations had been reasonable. I will argue later that these two directives can be reconciled in spirit, but as a matter of simple logic it is hard to argue with Justice Scalia’s characterization of the Court’s opinion as “contradictory.”93

It is not much easier to square the concluding remarks of Ornelas with the Court’s reasoning two weeks later in Whren. In explaining the “due weight” that reviewing courts should give to the inferences of law enforcement officers and trial judges, the Court in Ornelas emphasized that determinations of probable cause and reasonable suspicion must be made “in the light of the distinctive features and events of the community.”94 For example, the Court explained, “what may not amount to reasonable suspicion at a motel located alongside a transcontinental highway at the height of the summer tourist season may rise to that level in December in Milwaukee.”95 In Whren, however, the Court rejected not only an examination of the actual motivations underlying a roadside stop, but also any inquiry whether reasonable police practices called for the stop. It did so in part because “police enforcement practices,

92 116 S Ct at 1663.
93 Id at 1666 (Scalia dissenting).
94 116 US at 1663.
95 Id.
even if they could be practicably assessed by a judge, vary from place to place and from time to time," and the Court could not "accept that the search and seizure protections of the Fourth Amendment are so variable."  

Particularly given that Ornelas and Whren were decided only days apart, it seems fair to ask why it is "more problematic to determine whether a police officer acted according to local practices in making a traffic stop than to determine whether an investigative stop is rooted in reasonable suspicion." This question may well have answers. The local circumstances deemed significant by the Court in Ornelas were factual; they concerned matters such as geography, climate, and population patterns. It is at least arguable that ignoring this sort of local variation in assessing reasonableness would press the limits of logic, whereas variations in local laws can more sensibly be ignored, and indeed should be ignored, in determining whether the Fourth Amendment prohibits a particular search or seizure as "unreasonable."  

But this is by no means obvious. If "the basic purpose" of the Fourth Amendment "is to safeguard the privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions by governmental officials," a great deal can be said, and has been said, in favor of the view that

---

96 116 S Ct at 1775.
97 Levit, 28 Loyola U Chi L J at 180 (cited in note 81).
98 By way of illustration, the majority opinion in Ornelas noted that Milwaukee: is unlikely to have been an overnight stop selected at the last minute by a traveler coming from California to points east. The 85-mile width of Lake Michigan blocks any further eastward progress. And while the city's salubrious summer climate and seasonal attractions bring many tourists at that time of year, the same is not true in December. Milwaukee's average daily high temperature in that month is 31 degrees and its average daily low is 17 degrees; the percentage of possible sunshine is only 38 percent. It is a reasonable inference that a Californian stopping Milwaukee in December is either there to transact business or to visit family or friends. Ornelas, 116 US at 1663.
99 See California v Greenwood, 486 US 35, 43 (1988) ("We have never intimated . . . that whether or not a search is reasonable within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment depends on the law of the particular State in which the search occurs."). There is a sense, of course, in which "the meaning of the Fourth Amendment" inevitably does depend on local laws—not local laws explicitly addressing police procedure, but local laws defining what conduct is criminal, and thereby determining, albeit indirectly, what sets of circumstances constitute "probable cause" and "reasonable suspicion." See William J. Stuntz, Substance, Procedure, and the Civil-Criminal Line, 7 J Contemp L Issues 1 (1996). This point received no attention in Whren.
100 Camara v Municipal Court, 387 US 523, 528 (1967). See also notes 69-70 and accompanying text.
"reasonable" searches and seizures must be carried out pursuant to standardized procedures—and that searches and seizures that affirmatively violate established procedures are a fortiori unconstitutional.101 The Supreme Court has never shown great enthusiasm for this view,102 but neither has the Court rejected it across the board.103 My point at present is not that local laws must play as large a role as other local circumstances in Fourth Amendment doctrine. It is rather that the case for drawing a sharp distinction here is far from plain, and that, without further explanation, the Court's instructions at the conclusion of Ornelas sit uncomfortably with the Court's insistence in Whren that Fourth Amendment protections should not "vary from place to place and from time to time."

Nor were these the only incongruities created by Ornelas. Three days after deciding Whren, the Court held unanimously in Koon v United States104—the federal criminal case arising out of the infamous beating of Rodney King—that a trial court's decision to depart from the federal sentencing guidelines should be reviewed not de novo but merely for "abuse of discretion."105 Part of the reason was that trial courts need "flexibility to resolve questions involving 'multifarious, fleeting, special, narrow facts that utterly resist generalization,'" that departure decisions involve "'the consideration of unique factors that are 'little susceptible . . . of useful generalization,'" and that, "as a consequence, de novo review is 'unlikely to establish clear guidelines for lower courts.'"106 All of this, of course, could be said equally well of determinations of probable

101 See, for example, Kenneth Culp Davis, Discretionary Justice: A Preliminary Inquiry 80-96 (Louisiana State, 1969); LaFave, 1 Search and Seizure § 1.4(e) at 124-25 (cited in note 13); Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 409-39 (cited in note 70); LaFave, 1974 S Ct Rev at 161 (cited in note 60); Carl McGowan, Rule-Making and the Police, 70 Mich L Rev 659 (1972).

102 See note 85.

103 See, for example, Illinois v Lafayette, 462 US 640, 647 (1983) (upholding searches of arrested suspect pursuant to "standardized inventory procedures" before incarceration); South Dakota v Opperman, 428 US 364, 372 (1976) (approving inventory searches of lawfully seized automobiles "pursuant to standard police procedures").


105 Id at 2047. Although all nine justices agreed on the proper standard of review, the Court split on the proper application of that standard to the facts before it. Steven Clymer pointed out to me the tension between Koon and Ornelas.

cause and reasonable suspicion. Justice Scalia had pointed out as much in his *Ornelas* dissent, and the majority in that case had all but conceded the point. But none of the opinions in *Koon* so much as mentioned *Ornelas.*

Now consider *Robinette.* The crux of the Court's reasons for rejecting a "first-tell-then-ask rule" was its disavowal of "*per se* rule[s]" in applying the Fourth Amendment. No member of the Court found fault with the Ohio Supreme Court's premise that "[m]ost people believe that they are validly in a police officer's custody as long as the officer continues to interrogate them." The majority left that claim unchallenged; Justice Ginsburg, concurring separately, quoted it with evident approval, and Justice Stevens, in dissent, called it "surely correct." The basis for the holding in *Robinette*—a holding that even Justices Ginsburg and Stevens expressly endorsed—was the Court's wholesale rejection of any fixed, categorical approach to determining whether a search or seizure is "unreasonable" within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment.

"Reasonableness," Chief Justice Rehnquist explained for the majority, depends upon "the totality of the circumstances," and "[i]n applying this test we have consistently eschewed bright-line rules, instead emphasizing the fact-specific nature of the reasonableness inquiry." Eschewing bright-line rules is indeed a well established principle of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, and the Chief Justice had no difficulty collecting examples of its application. Repetition, though, is not the same thing as constancy, par-

---

107 In other contexts, the Supreme Court sometimes has reasoned that a more probing standard of review should be applied to the application of rules that protect important constitutional values. See, for example, *Bose Corp. v Consumers Union,* 466 US 485, 501–02 (1984). This might seem a promising basis for distinguishing *Ornelas,* which involved constitutional determinations, from *Koon,* which did not. But the opinions in *Ornelas* and *Koon* paid no attention to this factor, and the "due weight" that *Ornelas* instructed reviewing courts to give to the inferences of trial judges and law enforcement officers is difficult to reconcile with the exercise of "independent judgment" required by decisions like *Bose Corp.*

108 *Robinette,* 117 S Ct at 422 (Ginsburg concurring).

109 Id at 421.

110 653 NE2d at 698.

111 117 S Ct at 422 (Ginsburg concurring).

112 Id at 425 (Stevens dissenting).

113 Id at 421.

114 See id (citing *Florida v Bostick,* 501 US 429 (1991) (rejecting flat prohibition of suspicionless questioning of passengers on board intercity buses); *Michigan v Chestnut,* 486 US...
particularly in Fourth Amendment law, and the suggestion that the Court has "consistently" avoided bright-line rules for searches and seizures borders on the comic.

Anyone with the vaguest awareness of Fourth Amendment law knows it is full of bright-line rules. Homes may not be entered without a warrant except in an emergency,115 cars may be searched without a warrant if there is probable cause,116 warrantless arrests for felonies are permissible in public based on probable cause,117 an arrested suspect may be searched without a warrant,118 if a suspect is arrested in a car the interior of the car is automatically subject to search119—this hardly begins to exhaust the list. And it does not include two bright-line rules the Court invoked in Robinette itself—only a paragraph before proclaiming that reasonableness is simply a matter of "the totality of the circumstances."

The first of these rules led the Court to conclude there was "no question that, in light of the admitted probable cause to stop Robinette for speeding, [the officer] was objectively justified in asking Robinette to get out of the car."120 The basis for this judgment was Pennsylvania v Mimms,121 in which the Court had held "that once a motor vehicle has been lawfully detained for a traffic violation, the police officers may order the driver to get out of the vehicle without violating the Fourth Amendment's prohibition of unreasonable searches and seizures."122 Mimms, of course, was the ruling the Court extended in Maryland v Wilson to apply to passen-

---

567 (1988) (rejecting "bright-line" rule that any investigatory pursuit amounts to a seizure); Florida v Royer, 460 US 491 (1983) (declining to rule that "drug courier profile" alone cannot provide basis for investigatory stop); Schneckloth v Bustamonte, 412 US 218 (1973) (rejecting rule that valid consent to search can be given only by a suspect who knows that he or she has the right to refuse consent).

The Chief Justice could also have cited, for example, United States v Sharpe, 470 US 675 (1985) (refusing to create per se rule regarding how long an investigative detention justified only by reasonable suspicion may last). Were Robinette decided today, he could add Richards v Wisconsin, 117 S Ct 1416 (1997). See note 148.

120 117 S Ct at 421.
122 Id at 111 n 6.
gers as well as the driver. Writing for the Court in *Wilson*, how did Chief Justice Rehnquist reconcile *Robinette* with the reaffirmation and expansion of *Mimms*? By sheer fiat. Certainly, the Chief Justice acknowledged, "we typically avoid *per se* rules concerning searches and seizures," but that "does not mean that we have always done so; *Mimms* itself drew a bright line, and we believe the principles that underlay that decision apply to passengers as well." So much for consistent eschewal.

The second bright-line rule invoked by the Court in *Robinette* was less blatant than the *Mimms* rule, but it ultimately was no more consistent with the Court's purported commitment to open-ended assessments of reasonableness. Despite strong reason to believe that Robinette was not actually stopped to enforce the speed limit, the Court had no trouble concluding that the fact that Robinette was speeding made his initial stop lawful. The Court reached that conclusion, of course, based on its ruling five months earlier in *Whren* that the subjective intentions of an officer making an objectively justifiable traffic stop are irrelevant. Even granting the wisdom of *Whren*, the decision on its face affirmatively *prohibits* an analysis of reasonableness of a search or seizure based on "all the circumstances surrounding the encounter." It does so by cordonning off an entire category of "circumstances" that might ordinarily be thought pertinent to the reasonableness of an officer's actions, and making them irrelevant as a matter of law.

One can try to put a good face on this by recasting "the totality of the circumstances" as "the totality of objective circumstances." The Court in *Robinette* did essentially that, explaining that "[r]easonableness ... is measured in *objective* terms by examining the totality of the circumstances." But this does not wash. Once we allow bright lines to circumscribe the factors that can be taken into account in determining reasonableness, it becomes harder to

---

117 *S Ct* at 885 n 1. There was no sign in *Maryland v Wilson* that the Court was simply bowing to precedent, no sign that the Court felt bound by or in any way disagreed with its earlier decision in *Mimms*.

124 See note 44.


126 Actually, the decision went further than that, declaring that "as a general matter, the decision to stop an automobile is reasonable where the police have probable cause to believe that a traffic violation has occurred." 116 *S Ct* at 1772. See also note 86.

127 117 *S Ct* at 421.
explain why we should not allow bright lines to mark off certain prohibited police behavior. It will no longer do to say simply that per se rules are “consistently eschewed,” in “recognition of the ‘endless variations in the facts and circumstances’ implicating the Fourth Amendment.” Certain per se rules, including the major one set forth in Whren and the more minor one extended in Wilson, are found desirable; certain facts and circumstances are addressed in advance. There may be good grounds for distinguishing between the bright-line rules embraced in Whren and Wilson and the one rejected in Robinette, but the Court in Robinette did not even acknowledge the need to draw the distinction.

IV. BEHIND THE NEW CONSENSUS

What made the recent vehicle stop cases straightforward for the Court plainly was not the doctrinal inevitability of the results. What then explains the striking lack of discord? Can any common theme explain the Court’s ease in deciding these cases? Setting Ornelas aside for the moment, what unites the other three cases is obvious. Whren, Robinette, and Wilson all gave significant latitude to law enforcement. In Robinette and Wilson this was the Court’s stated intent: the Court explained in Robinette that it would be “unrealistic to require police officers to always inform detainees that they are free to go before a consent to search may be deemed voluntary,” and, in Wilson, the Court focused heavily on the “weighty interest in officer safety.” And although there was no similar reference to law enforcement exigencies in Whren, the Court’s decision in that case obviously gave a large boost to law enforcement by allowing officers to use traffic violations to justify investigatory stops for any purpose whatsoever. Because almost everyone violates traffic rules sometimes, this means that the police, if they are patient, can eventually pull over anyone they are inter-

\[\text{\textsuperscript{128} Id (quoting Florida v Royer, 460 US 491, 506 (1983)).}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{129} 117 S Ct at 421.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{130} 117 S Ct at 885. See also id at 886.}\]
\[\text{\textsuperscript{131} The practical concerns articulated in Whren had to do with justiciability, not policing. See Whren, 116 S Ct at 1775–77. See also Wilson, 117 S Ct at 890 (Kennedy dissenting) (justifying Whren on the ground that “[w]e could discern no other, workable rule”).}\]

ested in questioning; this is why traffic enforcement has been called “the general warrant of the twentieth century.”132 After Robinette and Wilson they can also order all the occupants out and question them without ever telling them they are free to leave.133

The consequences for everyday police practices are substantial. Even before Robinette and Wilson, “savvy police administrators” were “rediscover[ing] the value of traffic enforcement” as “an integral part of both criminal interdiction and community policing.”134 In Grand Prairie, Texas, for example, “traffic enforcement personnel” made 37% of all arrests in 1994, and only “slightly more than half the arrests made by the traffic officers were made for traffic-related offenses.”135 Nationwide, the Drug Enforcement Administration estimates that 40% of all drug arrests begin with a traffic stop.136

The Court in Whren plainly was not blind to the practical implications of the case for law enforcement. Part of the defendants’ argument in Whren was precisely that driving today “is so heavily and minutely regulated that total compliance with traffic and safety rules is nearly impossible,” and that “a police officer will almost invariably be able to catch any given motorist in a technical viola-

---

132 Salken, 62 Temple L Rev at 221 (cited in note 69). The trial judge in Maryland v Wilson, for example, noted that in his opinion “no one goes 55 m.p.h” on the stretch of Interstate 95 where the car in that case was pulled over for traveling 64 m.p.h. in a 55 m.p.h. zone. State v Wilson, No. 94 CR 01201 (Md Cir Ct Jan 10, 1995), aff’d, 664 A2d 1 (Md Ct Spec App 1995), rev’d, 117 S Ct 882 (1997). Similarly, statisticians observing cars on the New Jersey Turnpike in 1993 concluded that “virtually everyone on the Turnpike was driving faster than the speed limit.” Joseph B. Kadane and Norma Terrin, Missing Data in the Forensic Context 3 (on file with author).

133 Justice Kennedy drew attention to the combined effects of Whren and Wilson in his dissent from the latter ruling: “The practical effect of our ruling in Whren, of course, is to allow the police to stop vehicles in almost countless circumstances. When Whren is coupled with today’s holding, the Court puts tens of millions of passengers at risk of arbitrary control by the police.” Wilson, 117 S Ct at 890 (Kennedy dissenting).

134 Earl M. Sweeney, Traffic Enforcement: New Uses for an Old Tool, Police Chief 45 (July 1996). Sweeney directs the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council. His article stressed that “an alert police officer who ‘looks beyond the traffic ticket’ and uses the motor vehicle stop to ‘sniff out’ possible criminal behavior may be our most effective tool for interdicting criminals,” and pointed out that “[i]n any cities that are plagued by gang activity, illegal guns, open-air drug markets and drive-by shootings have discovered that saturating an area with traffic patrol shuts down these illegal operations.” Id.


After describing this contention, Justice Scalia made no effort to dispute it, or even to cast it into doubt. Much as in Robinette, the Court appeared to concede the defendants' empirical claim, at least for the sake of argument, but treated the claim as irrelevant in applying the Fourth Amendment.

At first glance, Ornelas may appear to break this pattern of pro-government decisions. Ornelas and his co-defendant won in the Supreme Court, and the case was widely reported as a victory for criminal defendants. But the matter is not so simple. It is revealing that the government in Ornelas joined the defendants in requesting reversal. Moreover, the opinion on remand consisted of a single paragraph reaffirming the district court's findings and upholding the search. The fact is, of course, that de novo review helps whichever side lost below, and government appeals of suppression orders are far from uncommon. And although rulings on suppression motions are challenged in appellate courts more often by the defense than by the prosecution, there are reasons to believe that Ornelas will wind up helping the government more than criminal defendants.

The first of these is the contradiction pointed out in dissent by Justice Scalia. Immediately after holding that determinations of probable cause and reasonable suspicion should generally receive de novo review, the Court in Ornelas "hasten[ed] to point out" that appellate courts "should take care . . . to give due weight to the inferences drawn . . . by resident judges and local law enforcement officers." This instruction is not simply inconsistent with true de novo review; it is inconsistent in a way that gives the prosecution a leg up. A deferential standard of review like "clear error,"

137 116 S Ct at 1773.

138 See, for example, Joan Biskupic, Greater 4th Amendment Scrutiny Ordered, Wash Post A12 (May 29, 1996) (noting the case "enhances the ability of defendants to challenge a conviction before an appeals court"); David G. Savage, Supreme Court Orders Review of Police Search, LA Times A16 (May 29, 1996) (describing the decision as "a rare victory for convicted drug dealers and other criminals"). But see Linda Greenhouse, Supreme Court Roundup, NY Times A14 (May 29, 1996) (pointing out that the standard of appellate review is an issue that can cut in either direction).

139 Because the United States agreed with the petitioners that determinations of probable cause and reasonable suspicion should generally receive de novo review, the Supreme Court was forced to appoint an amicus curiae to defend the judgment below. See Ornelas, 116 S Ct at 1661 n 4.

140 United States v Ornelas, 93 F3d 1450, 1996 WL 508569 (7th Cir 1996).
the standard initially applied by the court of appeals in *Ornelas*,
gives weight to the judgments of the trial court, but not to those
of the officers involved in the case. By rejecting a "clear error"
standard in favor of a "de novo with due weight" standard, the
Court in effect declared that police officers should receive as much
deference as trial judges. Taken as a whole, then, *Ornelas* may
make appellate review of suppression rulings appreciably more
hospitalable to law enforcement.

Given the practicalities of criminal adjudication, moreover, *Or-
nelas* would likely help the prosecution more than the defense even
without the language at the end about giving "due weight." For
a range of familiar reasons, federal judges on average are more apt
to sympathize with and to believe law enforcement witnesses than
criminal defendants. 141 Far more often than not, federal judges find
the inferences drawn and actions taken by law enforcement officers
reasonable, and deny suppression motions challenging those infer-
ences and actions. Decisions in the other direction are departures
from the norm. Strictly as a statistical matter, therefore, one might
expect it to be less likely for two out of three appellate judges to
find a Fourth Amendment violation than for a single trial judge
to do so.

None of this is spelled out in *Ornelas*, and there is no reason to
believe it was the principal focus of the Court's concern. But it
cannot entirely have escaped the Court's awareness that a "clear
error" standard threatened to protect aberrational rulings sup-
pressing key evidence in criminal cases. This is particularly so
given the timing of the decision. Two months before *Ornelas* was
argued, District Judge Harold Baer drew nationwide criticism for
finding that police in Washington Heights lacked reasonable suspi-
cion to stop a car that turned out to carry eighty pounds of cocaine
and heroin. 142 Judge Baer reversed himself the week after the Court

141 See, for example, Paul Brest, *Who Decides?* 88 S Cal L Rev 661 (1985) (discussing the
"demography of the judiciary"); William J. Stuntz, *Warrants and Fourth Amendment Remedi-
ies*, 77 Va L Rev 881, 912-13 (1991) (suggesting that "the character of the claimant in an
exclusionary rule proceeding tends to exacerbate the bias that is naturally present in all
after-the-fact proceedings").

142 See United States v Bayless, 913 F Supp 232, vacated, 921 F Supp 211 (SDNY 1996);
Don Van Natta, Jr., "Judge Finds Wit Tested by Criticism," NY Times B1 (Feb 7, 1996). The
police claimed their suspicions had been aroused when, among other things, four men threw
a duffel bag in the trunk of the car and then, after noticing police officers watching them,
rang away. 913 F Supp at 234-35. Judge Baer called the police testimony "at best suspect,"
id at 239, and commented, in the most controversial part of his ruling, that given the well-
heard argument in *Ornelas*—but not before 150 members of the House of Representatives had petitioned President Clinton to request the judge’s resignation, and the White House had signaled receptivity. The Court’s consideration of *Ornelas* thus was vividly informed by the prospect of errant district judges sabotaging both the drug war and judicial independence by finding that the police lacked probable cause or reasonable suspicion.

For all these reasons, *Ornelas* is consistent with the pro-government pattern evident in *Whren, Robinette,* and *Wilson.* Together, these decisions suggest that Fourth Amendment cases may have become easier for the Court because the justices now share a set of underlying understandings that are markedly more favorable to law enforcement than to criminal suspects, particularly those suspected of trafficking in narcotics. The traffic stop cases are not publicized police corruption in the neighborhood, “had the men not run when the cops began to stare at them, it would have been unusual,” id at 242.

143 See United States v Bayless, 921 F Supp 211 (SDNY 1996). Judge Baer based his second ruling on new evidence bolstering the credibility of the police officers involved in the stop and undermining the credibility of the defendant. Id at 213–16. He also lamented that “the hyperbole (dicta) in my initial decision not only obscured the true focus of my analysis, but regretfully may have demeaned the law-abiding men and women who make Washington Heights their home and the vast majority of the dedicated men and women in blue who patrol the streets of our great City.” Id at 217. The following month Judge Baer denied a defense motion for his recusal, but recused himself anyway to avoid “several unnecessary and otherwise avoidable problems and attendant delay.” See United States v Bayless, 926 F Supp 405 (SDNY 1996).

144 See John M. Goshko, *Accusations of Coddling Criminals Aimed at Two Judges in New York,* Wash Post A3 (Mar 1, 1996). Nor was the Senate silent. See, for example, 142 Cong Rec S539 (daily ed Jan 26, 1996) (remarks of Sen. Dole); id at S1162 (daily ed Feb 9, 1996) (remarok of Sen. Hatch); Van Natta, *NY Times* at B1 (reporting that Senator Moynihan, who had recommended Baer’s appointment to the federal bench, now expressed regret for the endorsement).


146 *Ornelas* is also consistent with Carol Steiker’s recent argument that the Burger and Rehnquist Courts have retreated from the Warren Court’s approach to constitutional criminal procedure less by explicitly loosening the restrictions on police conduct than by limiting the extent to which violations of those restrictions result in the exclusion of evidence or reversals of convictions. See Carol S. Steiker, *Counter-Revolution in Constitutional Criminal Procedure? Two Audiences, Two Answers,* 94 Mich L Rev 2466 (1996). *Whren,* *Robinette,* and *Wilson* fit Professor Steiker’s thesis less well, but then she acknowledges that “the Court’s Fourth Amendment police-conduct norms . . . have changed much more over the past twenty-five years than have its Fifth or Sixth Amendment norms.” Id at 2503.

147 Of course, the defendants in *Ornelas,* *Whren,* and *Robinette* were not just suspects: they had been convicted of narcotics offenses. Jerry Wilson had not been convicted, but that was only because the trial court suppressed the crack cocaine he dropped when stepping out of the car. The fact that the defendants in these cases were for all practical purposes proven criminals obviously undercut the visceral appeal of their Fourth Amendment claims; this is a familiar consequence of enforcing the Fourth Amendment through the exclusion of evidence in criminal prosecutions. See, for example, Amar, 107 Harv L Rev at 796, 799
the only evidence of this phenomenon. In seven of the ten Fourth Amendment cases decided in the last three terms, the Court ruled for the government.\textsuperscript{148} The only exceptions were \textit{Ornelas, Chandler v Miller},\textsuperscript{149} and \textit{Wilson v Arkansas}.\textsuperscript{150} \textit{Chandler} was not a criminal case; it concerned the constitutionality of a Georgia statute imposing drug tests on candidates for a wide range of executive, legislative, and judicial offices—\textsuperscript{151} a class of people with whom the Court could be expected to empathize. \textit{Wilson v Arkansas} was a criminal case, but even more clearly than \textit{Ornelas}, it was a government victory in all but name. The reasons for this are worth a brief detour, because \textit{Wilson v Arkansas} both presaged the recent traffic stop cases and helps to explain them.

Sharlene Wilson challenged her narcotics convictions in part on the ground that much of the evidence against her had been found in a search of her home, and that the officers conducting the search, although armed with a warrant, had failed to knock and to announce their presence before entering. The Arkansas Supreme Court affirmed, finding “no authority for Ms. Wilson’s theory that the knock and announce principle is required by the Fourth Amendment.”\textsuperscript{152} In a unanimous opinion by Justice

\textsuperscript{148} In addition to \textit{Whren, Robinette, and Wilson}, see \textit{Richards v Wsconsin}, 117 S Ct 1416 (1997); \textit{Pennsylvania v Labron}, 116 S Ct 2485 (1996); \textit{Vernonia School District 47J v Acton}, 115 S Ct 2386 (1995); \textit{Arizona v Evans}, 115 S Ct 1185 (1995). \textit{Richards} rejected a “blanket” exception in felony drug cases to the “knock and announce” principle set forth in \textit{Wilson v Arkansas}, 115 S Ct 1914 (1995), but held that under the circumstances before the Court the failure to knock and announce was reasonable. \textit{Labron} reaffirmed the per se rule that automobiles may be searched without a warrant whenever there is probable cause to believe that contraband, criminal proceeds, or evidence will be found. For brief descriptions of \textit{Acton} and \textit{Evans}, see note 63.

\textsuperscript{149} 117 S Ct 1295 (1997).

\textsuperscript{150} 115 S Ct 1914 (1995).

\textsuperscript{151} The state offices covered by the law were “the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General, State School Superintendent, Commissioner of Insurance, Commissioner of Agriculture, Commissioner of Labor, Justices of the Supreme Court, Judges of the Court of Appeals, judges of the superior courts, district attorneys, members of the General Assembly, and members of the Public Service Commission.” Ga Code Ann § 21-2-140(a)(4) (1987), quoted in \textit{Chandler}, 117 S Ct at 1299.

Thomas, the Supreme Court reversed and remanded, holding that the traditional common law rule requiring officers to knock and announce "forms part of the reasonableness inquiry." But not too stringent a part: the Court held only that "in some circumstances an officer's unannounced entry into a home might be unreasonable under the Fourth Amendment." Justice Thomas explained that "[t]he Fourth Amendment's flexible requirement of reasonableness should not be read to mandate a rigid rule," and that "although a search or seizure of a dwelling might be constitutionally defective if police officers enter without prior announcement, law enforcement interests may also establish the reasonableness of an unannounced entry." In particular, Justice Thomas noted with approval that English and American courts had upheld unannounced entry where there was "a threat of physical violence," where an arrested suspect escaped and fled into his house, or where officers had "reason to believe that evidence would likely be destroyed if advance warning were given." The Court remanded for a determination whether such considerations provided "the necessary justification for the unannounced entry in this case."

That amounted to little more than a formality. Affidavits and testimony presented to the trial court indicated that Wilson's housemate had convictions for arson and firebombing, and that Wilson herself had waved a semiautomatic pistol in the face of an informant, "threatening to kill her if she turned out to be working for the police." In addition, the police argued plausibly that announcing their presence would have given Wilson and her housemate an opportunity to dispose of some or all of the narcotics evidence the police had hoped to find. "These considerations," Justice Thomas noted, "may well" have justified the decision by the police to refrain from knocking. No one who read the

153 Id at 1915.
154 Id at 1918 (emphasis added).
155 Id at 1918–19 (emphasis added).
156 Id.
157 Id at 1919.
158 Id at 1915.
159 See id at 1919.
160 Id.
Court's decision could seriously expect it to benefit Sharlene Wilson.\footnote{In fact, the justification for failing to knock was never even litigated on remand, because the one-year sentence Wilson received on the count of conviction vacated by the Supreme Court ran concurrent with longer sentences imposed on counts unaffected by the legality of the search. Telephone Interview with John Wesley Hall, counsel for Sharlene Wilson (Sept 12, 1996); Telephone Interview with Kent Holt, Assistant Attorney General, State of Arkansas (Apr 18, 1997).}

Whom then did it benefit? What did Wilson v Arkansas accomplish? Not a meaningful expansion of Fourth Amendment protections. As in Ornelas, it is worth noticing the position taken by the United States. Arguing as amicus curiae in support of Arkansas, the Solicitor General's office asked the Court to hold "that the manner of entry in executing a search warrant is a component of the reasonableness analysis under the Fourth Amendment and that knock and announce is a component of that analysis"—precisely what the Court later held.\footnote{Official Transcript, 1995 WL 243487, at *43 (argument of Michael R. Dreeben, Assistant to the Solicitor General). The United States suggested that a remand was unnecessary because the evidence before the trial court clearly established that dispensing with knock and announce was reasonable in this case. See id at *44.}

What the Court held, essentially, is that a "no knock" search is "unreasonable" under the Fourth Amendment when it is unreasonable not to knock. This is hardly a resounding blow for civil liberties.\footnote{It could of course assist criminal defendants and constitutional tort plaintiffs in jurisdictions that previously thought that even an unreasonable failure to knock before entering could not violate the Fourth Amendment, but Arkansas itself may not have been such a jurisdiction. The Arkansas Supreme Court described Wilson's argument as asserting, based solely on Miller v United States, 357 US 301 (1958), "that the Fourth Amendment requires officers to knock and announce prior to entering the residence." The court noted, correctly, that Miller was a statutory case, involving 18 USC § 3109, which specifies when federal officers are allowed to break open doors, but has no application to state officers. The court further opined that there was "no authority for Ms. Wilson's theory that the knock and announce principle is required by the Fourth Amendment," but it did not explain what it meant by "the knock and announce principle." Perhaps the Arkansas court meant to say what Justice Thomas took it to say: that a failure to knock, no matter how unreasonable, could never render a search unconstitutional. Just as likely, however, the court meant simply to reject a flat rule requiring prior announcement in all circumstances. Compare Dodson v State, 626 SW2d 624, 628 (Ark App) (holding that "although the mere failure of police to announce their authority and purpose does not per se violate the constitution, it may influence whether the subsequent entry to arrest or search is constitutionally reasonable"); United States v Nolan, 718 F2d 589, 601–02 (3d Cir 1983) (suggesting that the Fourth Amendment does not impose "a knock and announce requirement with precise and narrowly defined exceptions," but that "a failure by police to knock and announce could, depending on the circumstances, violate the more general Fourth Amendment reasonableness requirement").}

The greatest significance of Wilson v Arkansas, however, may lie not in its holding but in its reasoning. To support the Court's
judgment that "the reasonableness of a search of a dwelling may depend in part on whether law enforcement officers announced their presence and authority prior to entering," Justice Thomas reviewed common law decisions dating from the early seventeenth century. The purpose of this inquiry, he explained, was to determine whether "the Framers of the Fourth Amendment thought that the method of an officer's entry into a dwelling was among the factors to be considered in assessing the reasonableness of a search or seizure," he concluded that they did. Perhaps the most noteworthy fact about *Wilson v Arkansas* is that no justice objected to the suggestion that in assessing whether a search or seizure is "unreasonable," the Court should focus exclusively, or at least principally, on those factors deemed important at the time of the adoption of the Fourth Amendment.

This has broad consequence. Although the constitutional prohibition of "unreasonable" searches and seizures may be understood merely as shorthand for a bar against specific practices feared by the drafters, the Fourth Amendment can also be viewed, and has more often been viewed, as banning searches and seizures that are "unreasonable" in light of "all the circumstances"—including circumstances that have changed since the adoption of the Bill of Rights. The difference is important, because many things have

---

164 115 S Ct at 1916.
165 See id at 1916-19.
166 Id at 1918.
167 See, for example, *Minnesota v Dickerson*, 508 US 366, 380 (1993) (suggesting that the Fourth Amendment aims "to preserve that degree of respect for privacy of persons and the inviolability of their property that existed when the provision was adopted").
168 Indeed, as Peter Arenella has observed, the Supreme Court has seldom turned to the "Framers' intent" to resolve any of the central questions of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence: "Instead, the Court's fundamental interpretative strategy is to identify and balance the competing values implicated by this restraint on governmental power." Peter Arenella, *Fourth Amendment*, in Leonard Levy, Kenneth Karst, and Dennis Mahoney, eds, 2 *Encyclopedia of the American Constitution* 223 (Prentice-Hall, 1987). See also, for example, *Tennessee v Garner*, 471 US 1 (1985) (concluding that "sweeping change in the legal and technological context" renders the common law rule allowing deadly force against all fleeing felons no longer consistent with the Fourth Amendment); *Katz v United States*, 389 US 347, 352 (1967) (reasoning that the Fourth Amendment must be read in light of "the vital role that the public telephone has come to play in private communication"); Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 399 (cited in note 70) (calling implausible the supposition that the framers of the Fourth Amendment "meant to preserve to their posterity by guarantees of liberty written with the broadest latitude nothing more than hedges against the recurrence of particular forms of evil suffered at the hands of a monarch beyond the seas").

Even those who have urged paying more attention to the intent underlying the Fourth Amendment generally have not suggested that "reasonableness" should depend only on
changed radically. In particular, we now have urban police forces that are professional and quasi-military, and inner cities that typically are impoverished and racially segregated. These developments have suggested to some that the reasonableness of a search or seizure today may depend heavily on factors not widely thought important in the eighteenth century, such as any indications that the action was motivated by the suspect’s race, or the extent to which, regardless of motivation, the action unnecessarily widens social divides.

*Wilson v Arkansas* suggested that all this may be irrelevant under the Fourth Amendment. And much of what *Wilson v Arkansas* suggested, *Whren* made explicit. Part of the defendants’ argument in *Whren* was that pretextual traffic stops are used disproportionately against black suspects; Whren and his co-defendant had themselves aroused suspicion, they suggested, largely because they were two young black men in a new sports utility vehicle. Justice Scalia’s answer for the Court was short and simple: “the constitutional basis for objecting to intentionally discriminatory application of laws is the Equal Protection Clause, not the Fourth Amendment.”

I will suggest later that requiring all claims of racial unfairness to be brought under the Equal Protection Clause is in fact unwise, but for now the important point is that this requirement heavily burdens those who raise such claims. The Supreme Court has construed the Equal Protection Clause to permit almost any government action that avoids explicit discrimination, unless it can

---


170 See, for example, Amar, 107 Harv L Rev at 808 (cited in note 90); Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 405–06 (cited in note 70).

171 See note 38 and accompanying text.

172 *Whren*, 116 S Ct at 1774.

173 See notes 250–55 and accompanying text.
be shown to be based on outright hostility to a racial or ethnic group. As a consequence, the Clause provides no protection against what is probably the most widespread cause today of discriminatory policing: unconscious bias on the part of generally well-intentioned officers. And even when a police officer does act out of racial animus—pulling over a black motorist, for example, simply because the officer does not like blacks—demonstrating that typically proves impossible. Even the least imaginative officers almost always can find, or invent, racially neutral grounds for their suspicions.

The Court’s recent decisions on vehicle stops thus share three characteristics with the Court’s recent Fourth Amendment cases more broadly: a lack of institutional discord, continued doctrinal inconsistency, and a pronounced pattern of ruling in favor of the government. The last of these offers an explanation for the first: the reason Fourth Amendment cases tend not to generate much conflict within the Court is not that Fourth Amendment law has become more coherent, but because the justices now share a set of underlying understandings that heavily favor law enforcement.

V. MINORITY MOTORISTS AND THE COURT

For judicial decisions to be guided by half-articulated understandings is hardly alarming, nor is it necessarily improper for

---

174 See, for example, United States v Armstrong, 116 S Ct 1480, 1486–87 (1996); McCleskey v Kemp, 481 US 279, 298 (1987).


176 Sheri Johnson, among others, has noted the “amazing variety of behavior” that law enforcement agents have reported finding suspicious:

Police have inferred an attempt to conceal both from a traffic violator’s reach toward the dashboard or floor of a car, and from his alighting from his car and walking toward the police. [Narcotics] officers have inferred a desire to avoid detection both from a traveler’s being the last passenger to get off a plane, and from his being the first. Immigration and Naturalization Service agents have argued both that it was suspicious that the occupants of a vehicle reacted nervously when a patrol car passed, and that it was suspicious that the occupants failed to look at the patrol car. Finally, the government has argued in a customs case that “excessive” calmness is suspicious.

the Court to give more weight to the interests of police officers
than to the interests of criminal suspects and detained motorists.
What makes the recent vehicle stop decisions troubling is not what
is there but what is missing: a recognition that car stops and similar
police actions may raise special concerns for Americans who are
not white.

Once more it helps to return to Whren. The defendants in
Whren argued that traffic stops, because of their great potential
for abuse, require a kind of review that might not be necessary for
other kinds of searches and seizures. Specifically, they argued that
traffic stops should be deemed unreasonable if they deviate "mate-
rially from the usual police practices, so that a reasonable officer
in the same circumstances would not have made the stop for the
reasons given." Writing for a unanimous Court, Justice Scalia
found this proposal not only at odds with precedent, but also un-
workable, for two separate reasons. First, as discussed earlier, he
suggested that the requested inquiry simply could not be carried
out; it amounted to a futile effort to "plumb the collective uncon-
scious of law enforcement." Second, Justice Scalia thought the
limitation to traffic offenses arbitrary and ultimately unstable. He
took no issue with the defendants' claim that vehicle codes were
"so large and so difficult to obey perfectly that virtually everyone
is guilty of violation, permitting the police to single out almost
whomever they wish for a stop." But what principle, he asked,
would allow the Court "to decide at what point a code of law
becomes so expansive and so commonly violated that infraction
itself can no longer be the ordinary measure of the lawfulness of
enforcement"? And even if such codes could be identified, "by
what standard (or what right)" could the Court determine "which
particular provisions are sufficiently important to merit enforce-
ment"?

There was a good deal of hyperbole here. Inquiring into the
objective reasonableness of a traffic stop is not nearly so daunting
as Justice Scalia suggested, and a line between vehicle code en-

177 Whren, 116 S Ct at 1774.
178 Id at 1775. See text accompanying notes 75-76.
179 Id at 1777.
180 Id.
181 Id.
182 See notes 79-83 and accompanying text.
Forfeiture and ordinary criminal enforcement would hardly be the fuzziest distinction drawn in criminal procedure—nor would it be entirely novel. Still, Justice Scalia had grounds to fear that prohibiting pretextual traffic stops, either by inquiring into the actual motivations of the officers involved or by asking whether a reasonable officer would have made the stop, inevitably would embroil the Court in a potentially interminable job of line drawing. This has happened with the rule allowing warrantless searches incident to arrest, with the rule allowing the warrantless search of automobiles, and, more broadly, with the rule prohibiting warrantless searches except in "exceptional circumstances." It has happened with the Miranda rule. It has happened with the application of the Fourth Amendment to all intrusions into "reasonable expectations of privacy." It has happened, in short, whenever the Court has determined that the Constitution requires judges to conduct an inquiry they previously had bypassed. It could hardly be avoided were the Court to announce that cars may be stopped for "vehicle code violations" only when "reasonable" in light of local circumstances and procedures. Doubtless there would be later cases, some of them difficult, about what counts as "vehicle code violations," and what should be taken into consideration for purposes of determining "reasonableness."

---

183 See Berkemer v McCarty, 468 US 420, 435 (1984) (holding that Miranda warnings are unnecessary before "roadside questioning of a motorist detained pursuant to a routine traffic stop").


188 See, for example, Minnesota v Olson, 495 US 91 (1990); Florida v Riley, 488 US 445 (1989); California v Greenwood, 486 US 35, 41 (1988) (reviewing cases); id at 46–49 (Brennan dissenting) (same).

189 Some of this had already happened in lower court decisions applying the "reasonable officer" test for pretextual traffic stops. There was confusion regarding the proper reference group for determining "reasonable" police conduct—the entire police force or the officer's unit?—and there was uncertainty regarding the relevance of the officer's own general prac-
The question, always, should be whether the costs of elaborating and applying a new rule are worth the benefits. This in turn requires an assessment of the need for the rule, and it is here that the Whren opinion is most strikingly deficient. Other than a dismissive reference to “the perceived ‘danger’ of the pretextual stop,” and a suggestion that complaints about racial unfairness be left for the Equal Protection Clause, Justice Scalia has nothing to say about the concerns that have led many to conclude that, notwithstanding the jurisprudential difficulties, some sort of Fourth Amendment protection must be provided against pretextual traffic stops.

One reason the Court felt comfortable dismissing these concerns may have been that it viewed the burdens imposed by traffic stops as trifling. Maryland v Wilson, for example, described ordering passengers out of the car as only a “minimal” additional intrusion. "As a practical matter," Chief Justice Rehnquist explained for the majority, “the passengers are already stopped,” and “[t]he only change in their circumstances which will result from ordering them out of the car is that they will be outside of, rather than inside of, the stopped car.” As Justice Stevens suggested in
dissent, these remarks were consistent with the earlier suggestion of then-Justice Rehnquist that even random vehicle stops infringed on "only the most diaphanous of citizen interests."\textsuperscript{194}

For many Americans, though, traffic stops are much more than occasional inconveniences. Blacks, in particular, tend to see such stops as a systematic, humiliating, and often frightening form of police harassment. What the \textit{Whren} Court termed "the perceived 'danger' of the pretextual stop"\textsuperscript{195} is almost universally described by African Americans as an everyday reality—the familiar roadside detention for "Driving While Black."\textsuperscript{196} Although precise numbers

\textsuperscript{194} Id at 890 n 12 (Stevens dissenting) (quoting \textit{Delaware v Prouse}, 440 US 648, 666 (Rehnquist dissenting)). Justice Stevens noted that although the burden imposed on passengers by ordering them out of cars "may well be 'minimal' in individual cases," it could be considered significant by "countless citizens who cherish individual liberty and are offended, embarrassed, and sometimes provoked by arbitrary official commands." 117 S Ct at 888 (Stevens dissenting). But even Justice Stevens wound up making the burden seem of only middling consequence. "Wholly innocent passengers," he argued, "have a constitutionally protected right to decide whether to remain comfortably seated within the vehicle rather than exposing themselves to the elements and to the observation of curious bystanders." Id at 889. Discomfort, inclement weather, and nosy onlookers are surely unpleasant, but a casual reader of the opinions in \textit{Maryland v Wilson} could be excused for wondering what the fuss was about.

\textsuperscript{195} 116 US at 1774.

\textsuperscript{196} See, for example, 143 Cong Rec E 10 (daily ed Jan 7, 1997) (remarks of Rep. Conyers) (asserting "[t]here are virtually no African-American males—including Congressmen, actors, athletes, and office workers—who have not been stopped at one time or another for an alleged traffic violation, namely driving while black"); Michael A. Fletcher, \textit{Driven to Extremes: Black Men Take Steps to Avoid Police Stops}, Wash Post A1 (Mar 29, 1996) (noting that "[m]any African American men suspect that police single them out for stops and searches" and that "many law-abiding black motorists . . . find themselves scheming to avoid the police"); Andrea Ford, \textit{United by Anger}, LA Times B1 (Nov 6, 1996) (reporting that "black men ranging from everyday workers to prosperous professionals and celebrities agree . . . that police indiscriminately detain them because of . . . an unwritten traffic offense—DWB, Driving While Black"); Henry L. Gates, Jr., \textit{Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Black Man}, New Yorker 59 (Oct 23, 1995) (explaining that "[t]here's a moving violation that many African-Americans know as D.W.B.: Driving While Black"); David A. Harris, \textit{Driving While Black: Unequal Protection Under the Law}, Chi Tribune 19 (Mar 11, 1997) (noting that, when pulled over by police, "African-Americans in Illinois and around the country ask . . . 'Is this driving while black again?'"); Pat Schneider, \textit{A Lot Deeper Than a Ticket}: \textit{Cop Stops Burn Black Drivers}, Capital Times (Madison, Wis) 1A (Oct 23, 1996) (describing reports of "common wisdom" among African Americans: "Don't get caught 'DWB'—Driving While Black").

Echoing the reports of many black male professionals, former Assistant Attorney General Deval Patrick has explained, "I still get stopped if I'm driving a nice car in the 'wrong' neighborhood." Deval Patrick, \textit{Have Americans Forgotten Who They Are?} LA Times B5 (Sept 2, 1996). See also, for example, Christopher Darden, \textit{In Contempt} 110 (Harper Collins, 1996) ("I always seem to get pulled over by some cop who is suspicious of a black man driving a Mercedes"); Elizabeth A. Gaynes, \textit{The Urban Criminal Justice System: Where Young + Black + Male = Probable Cause}, 20 Ford U L J 621, 625 (1993) ("Most black professionals can recount at least one incident of being stopped, roughed up, questioned, or degraded by white police officers"); \textit{Washington v Lambert}, 98 F3d 1181, 1182 (9th Cir 1996) (describing
are hard to come by, the few available empirical studies confirm what anecdotal evidence has long suggested: minority motorists are pulled over far more frequently than whites.\(^97\)

And the experience of being pulled over is often distinctly different for minority motorists. Of course there is a "distinctive sense in which police discrimination injures citizens" all by itself, by sending a message of official hostility and suspicion.\(^98\) But the difference goes beyond that. Los Angeles police, for example, "do not use the chokehold on middle-class white people, nor make them lie down on their faces in the pavement," but a "police officer told the Christopher Commission that the use of the prone-out technique in minority communities was 'pretty routine,' that police had been taught 'that aggression and force are the only things these people respond to.'"\(^99\) Most incidents of police abuse go unreported, but the Los Angeles police repeatedly have been embarrassed by their treatment of black motorists who turn out to have ready access to the media. Last year the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit summarized several of these incidents:

---

\(^{97}\) In 1992, for example, reporters in Florida reviewed videotapes of more than 1,000 vehicle stops on Interstate 95. They found "almost 70 percent of the motorists stopped were black or Hispanic," and that "[m]ore than 80% of the cars that were searched were driven by blacks and Hispanics," despite the fact that "the vast majority of interstate drivers are white." Jeff Brazil and Steve Berry, *Color of Driver Is Key to Stops in I-95 Videos*, Orlando Sentinel Tribune A1 (Aug 23, 1992). Less than 1% of the drivers stopped received traffic tickets. See id. Similarly, a 1993 study concluded that 13.5% of cars on the New Jersey Turnpike had black occupants, but police records indicated that 46% of motorists stopped on the turnpike between April 1988 and May 1991 were black. See Robert D. McFadden, *Police Singled Out Black Drivers in Drug Crackdown, Judge Says*, NY Times A33 (Mar 10, 1996). An ACLU study in 1996 concluded that 17% of motorists on Interstate 95 in Maryland were black, although state police reported that blacks were 73% of the motorists stopped. See Kris Antonelli, *State Police Deny Searches Are Race-Based*, Baltimore Sun 18B (Nov 16, 1996); Davis, 51 U Miami L Rev at 441.

\(^{98}\) See also *United States v Martinez-Fuerte*, 428 US 543, 573 (1976) (Brennan dissenting) (warning that selective referral of Mexican American motorists for secondary inspection at immigration checkpoints inside the United States is likely to stir "deep resentment" because of "a sense of unfair discrimination"); *Memphis v Greene*, 451 US 100, 147 (1981) (Marshall dissenting) (noting that closing street in white neighborhood to principally black through-traffic injured black motorists in part by sending them "a clear, though sophisticated, message that because of their race, they are to stay out of the all-white enclave").

The police . . . erroneously stopped businessman and former Los Angeles Laker star Jamaal Wilkes in his car and handcuffed him, and stopped 1984 Olympic gold medalist Al Joyner twice in the space of twenty minutes, once forcing him out of his car, handcuffing him and making him lie spread-eagled on the ground at gunpoint. Similarly, actor Wesley Snipes was taken from his car at gunpoint, handcuffed, and forced to lie on the ground while a policeman kneeled on his neck and held a gun to his head. Actor Blair Underwood was also stopped in his car and detained at gunpoint. We do not know exactly how often this happens to African-American men and women who are not celebrities and whose brushes with the police are not deemed newsworthy.

The problem is not confined to Los Angeles. Based on hearings held in six cities across the country, a 1995 study by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People concluded that “[p]olice officers have increasingly come to rely on race as the primary indicator of both suspicious conduct and dangerousness,” and that “[v]erbal abuse and harassment seem to occur almost every time a minority citizen is stopped by a police officer.” Understandably, blacks at all income levels feel differently than whites about encounters with the police. The NAACP found that law-abiding black parents “war[n] their children about the police,” and that “[a]verage African-American families do not know whether they should call the police, stop for the police, or help the police—all for fear of becoming a target of police misconduct themselves.”

This should ring familiar. Police practices, including investigatory stops, topped the list of grievances the Kerner Commission

---

200 Washington v. Lambert, 98 F3d 1181, 1182 n.1 (9th Cir. 1996).

201 Charles J. Ogletree et al., Beyond the Rodney King Story: An Investigation of Police Conduct in Minority Communities 23 (Northeastern, 1995).

202 Id at 40. Representative Conyers has suggested that “this kind of harassment is even more serious than police brutality,” because “no one hears about this, no one does anything about it.” 143 Cong Rec E 10 (daily ed Jan 7, 1997).

203 Ogletree et al, Beyond the Rodney King Story at 103. Survey data confirm the broad gulf between views of the police among whites and those among blacks and other minorities. When asked how much confidence they have in the police, 26% of blacks and 23% of racial minorities more broadly say “very little” or “none,” compared to only 9% of whites. See US Dep't of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics—1995 133 (GPO, 1996). Thirty-two percent of blacks and 30% of all nonwhites rate the honesty and ethical standards of police officers as “low” or “very low,” compared to only 11% of whites. See id at 140.
concluded had led to the urban riots of 1967. Three months after the Kerner Commission Report, when the Supreme Court laid down rules for brief investigatory detentions in *Terry v Ohio*, the majority referred explicitly to "[t]he wholesale harassment by certain elements of the police community of which minority groups, particularly Negroes, frequently complain," and stressed that patdown searches "may inflict great indignity and arouse strong resentment." The Court's awareness of those resentments doubtless contributed to its refusal to treat investigatory stops as negligible intrusions outside the scope of the Fourth Amendment. Writing for the majority, Chief Justice Warren labeled "simply fantastic" the suggestion that stopping and frisking a suspect—"while the citizen stands helpless, perhaps facing a wall with his hands raised"—amounts only to a "petty indignity." The very term "stop and frisk," he wrote, was a "euphemism" for "a serious intrusion upon the sanctity of the person," which was "not to be undertaken lightly."

How effectively *Terry* protected against this intrusion, and others like it, is a matter of dispute. But at least the decision ex-

---


Id at 14.

Id at 17.


392 US at 10.

Id at 11.

The decision was a conscious compromise, refusing either to exempt investigatory stops from Fourth Amendment scrutiny or to subject them to the traditional requirement of a warrant issued by a judge or magistrate based on a showing of probable cause. Chief Justice Warren seemed aware that the intermediate requirements he imposed—reasonable suspicion of criminality for a stop, reasonable suspicion of danger for a frisk—left room for a large amount of abuse. Presumably that is why he prefaced his analysis by pointing out the limited usefulness of the exclusionary rule "where the police either have no interest in prosecuting or are willing to forego successful prosecution in the interest of serving some other goal." Id at 14.

It was in this context that the Chief Justice mentioned the "wholesale harassment" of minority groups; such harassment, he pointed out, "will not be stopped by the exclusion of any evidence from any criminal trial." Id at 14–15. For a thoughtful argument that "the Warren Court's world-weary realism . . . was, in fact, highly unrealistic," see Adina Schwartz, "Just Take Away Their Guns": The Hidden Racism of *Terry v Ohio*, 23 Fordham Urban L J 317, 325, 347–59 (1996). Schwartz also contends that the pessimism in *Terry*
pressly recognized the problem of police harassment, took note that the problem appeared particularly acute from the vantage point of black Americans, acknowledged the role that investigatory stops can play in patterns of police abuse—and kept these “difficult and troublesome” realities in mind when interpreting and applying the Fourth Amendment. There is no sign of similar awareness in the recent vehicle stop decisions. That is a major reason these cases seemed easier than they should have to the Court.

VI. The Lost Subtext

Thus far I have argued that the Supreme Court’s recent decisions regarding vehicle stops show a striking degree of consensus, that this consensus can be seen in the Court’s recent Fourth Amendment cases more generally, that the consensus results less from doctrinal coherence than from a shared set of understandings, and that these understandings include not only a firm appreciation for the difficulties of law enforcement but also a sense that brief roadside detentions are relatively unintrusive and unproblematic. I also have suggested that car stops seem unintrusive and unproblematic to the Court in part because it tends to neglect the ways in which everyday life in America, including the experience of being pulled over by the police, remains strongly affected by race.

It is almost commonplace by now that much of the Court’s criminal procedure jurisprudence during the middle part of this century was a form of race jurisprudence, prompted largely by the treatment of black suspects and black defendants in the South. The Court’s concern with race relations served as the unspoken subtext of many of its significant criminal procedure decisions; oc-

---

about the effectiveness of the exclusionary rule amounted to a determination that “facts about racial impact provide no reason for legal limits on police discretion to stop and frisk.” See id at 346. I think this misreads the decision. The Terry Court made clear that where “overbearing or harassing” conduct by the police is identified, “it must be condemned by the judiciary and its fruits must be excluded from evidence in criminal trials.” 392 US at 15. Moreover, as I have argued in the text, the view the majority took of investigatory stops seems to have been strongly influenced by its awareness of how these stops were experienced in minority neighborhoods.


casionally, as in Terry, the concern was made more explicit. The recent vehicle stop cases serve as a reminder that this theme has largely disappeared from Fourth Amendment law. Not only do these cases show little concern for the intangible, insidious damage done when minority motorists know, or suspect with good reason, that they are routinely stopped and hassled because of their race; they also display scant awareness of the evidence that more tangible forms of abuse are experienced far more commonly by minority motorists than by whites.

The disregard of racial problems in the Court’s recent vehicle stop decisions obviously has implications for all of Fourth Amendment law, not just for the rules governing roadside detentions. I have already suggested one of those implications: the Court’s willingness, signaled in Wilson v Arkansas and made explicit in Whren, to treat racial issues as essentially irrelevant to the determination of “reasonableness” under the Fourth Amendment. The broader ways in which insensitivity to minority and particularly black experience has stunted the development of Fourth Amendment law is beyond the scope of this essay and the subject of a growing body of scholarship. Two aspects of the problem need mention, however, because both are illustrated by the recent vehicle stop cases.

The first is the almost exclusive emphasis modern Fourth Amendment law has placed on protecting a certain kind of privacy. For three decades now, the Court has understood the chief mission of the Fourth Amendment to be to guard against violations of “reasonable expectations of privacy.” By “privacy,” the Court means, in essence, freedom from prying eyes and ears. This understanding of the Amendment replaced, at least as a matter of form, an earlier view that had focused more on the protection of property. The change was understandable and on the whole beneficial, given advances in technology and the concerns raised

214 See, for example, Johnson, 73 Cornell L Rev at 1016 (cited in note 175); Maclin, 26 Valp U L Rev at 243 (cited in note 196); Schwartz, 23 Fordham Urban L J at 317 (cited in note 211); Developments, 101 Harv L Rev at 1500–20 (cited in note 38).


216 See William J. Stuntz, Privacy’s Problem and the Law of Criminal Procedure, 93 Mich L Rev 1016, 1020–24 (1995); Robinette, 117 S Ct at 425 (Stevens dissenting) (noting that even innocent motorists “have an interest in preserving the privacy of their vehicles and possessions from the prying eyes of a curious stranger”).

217 See, for example, Stuntz, 93 Mich L Rev at 1049–54.
in the 1960s and 1970s about widespread government snooping.\(^\text{218}\)

As William Stuntz has recently reminded us, however, a focus on “informational privacy” tends to obscure the degree to which investigative procedures inflict injuries other than the disclosure of facts an individual wishes to keep secret.\(^\text{219}\) As a consequence, the Court has underestimated the objections that might reasonably be made, for example, to a dog sniff search, finding this intrusion too slight to trigger Fourth Amendment protections.\(^\text{220}\) As another consequence, decisions since 1968 have rarely paid as much attention as Terry to the humiliation and subjugation that can accompany investigatory detentions. This in turn makes it harder to see why roadside stops deserve much concern. As Professor Stuntz has noted, “car stops involve much less private disclosure” than house searches and electronic surveillance, but “they also involve other sorts of harm that may not be captured by the law’s focus on informational privacy.”\(^\text{221}\)

Decisions such as Whren, Robinette, and Maryland v Wilson thus can be understood in part as the product of the Court’s relative disregard of the ways in which searches and seizures can cause grievances unrelated to assaults on confidentiality. Because these other grievances by and large are the ones disproportionately suffered by blacks and members of other racial minorities, the focus on informational privacy can take some of the blame for the Court’s insensitivity to race matters in the vehicle stop cases. But it works the other way, too. By failing to consider the special objections raised by nonwhites against traffic stops and other police actions, the Court has blinded itself to the most egregious shortcomings of a Fourth Amendment jurisprudence overwhelmingly focussed on the protection of confidentiality. Insensitivity to the racial aspects of policing probably has contributed to another serious weakness of modern Fourth Amendment law: the Court’s reliance on the fiction of consensual encounters with the police. Like the law of interrogations and confessions,

\(^{218}\) See, for example, Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 407-08 (cited in note 70).

\(^{219}\) Stuntz, 93 Mich L Rev at 1021.

\(^{220}\) See United States v Place, 462 US 696 (1983).

\(^{221}\) Stuntz, 93 Mich L Rev at 1062.
Fourth Amendment law places considerable weight on the notion that there is such a thing as a wholly noncoercive encounter with a police officer, and that such encounters are the norm rather than the exception. Anyone who has ever been stopped by the police knows this is nonsense: every encounter with a uniformed officer necessarily involves some amount of apprehension, and hence some amount of psychological if not physical coercion. Nor is this state of affairs entirely regrettable; few of us would want to deprive the police of the ability to get people to do things they would prefer not to do. The key questions are how much and what kinds of coercion are appropriate, and under what circumstances.222

These are precisely the questions not asked in Robinette—or in the two earlier decisions on which it relied, Schneckloth v Bustamonte223 and Florida v Bostick.224 Analogizing to confession law, Bustamonte announced the Court's willingness to deem a search of a suspect's property "consensual," and hence automatically constitutional, as long as the suspect's agreement to the procedure was not "coerced, by explicit or implicit means, by implied threat or covert force."225 As in the interrogation context, the Court made clear in Bustamonte that separating valid consent from invalid consent would, in practice, require balancing "competing concerns."226 Also as in the interrogation context, the Court chose to clothe that balance in the fiction that some requests from police officers—the ones it would deem acceptable—are wholly free from any "implied threat" or "subtle coercion."227 The Court made clear in

222 Professor Stuntz has made much the same point: "The question should not be whether the officer had the suspect's permission to look at something. Permission will always be more fictive than real anyway. Rather, the question should be whether the officer's behavior was too coercive given the reason for the encounter." Stuntz, 93 Mich L Rev at 1064.


224 501 US 429 (1991). Carol Steiker has plausibly characterized Schneckloth and Bostick as the modern Fourth Amendment decisions "that are most out of sync with the spirit (if not the letter) of the Warren Court's criminal procedure." See Steiker, 94 Mich L Rev at 2491 (cited in note 146).

225 412 US at 228.


227 Bustamonte, 412 US at 228. Much of Chief Justice Warren's majority opinion in Miranda v Arizona, 384 US 436 (1966), was taken up with a detailed explication of how a suspect questioned in custody is "subjected... to the will of his examiner." Id at 457. Ultimately, however, Miranda suggested that "adequate protective devices"—notably the famous series of warnings—could entirely "dispel the compulsion inherent in custodial
Bustamonte just how seriously it was willing to treat this fiction by twice reciting the arresting officer's "uncontradicted testimony" that the roadside encounter leading to the search was "very congenial."\textsuperscript{228}

What Bustamonte said for searches, Bostick said for investigatory questioning. Whether the police need justification for such questioning, the Court explained, depends on whether the encounter is "voluntary" and "consensual," and that depends on whether "a reasonable person would feel free to decline the officers' requests or otherwise terminate the encounter."\textsuperscript{229} But as in Bustamonte, the very facts of the case before the Court made clear that the standard it announced was not to be taken too literally. Terrance Bostick was approached on board an intercity bus by two raid-jacketed narcotics officers, one carrying a pistol in a zipper pouch. This quite plainly is not a setting in which people can sensibly be expected to feel unpressured. By selectively invoking its principle against per se rules and rejecting the Florida Supreme Court's suggestion that bus interrogations of this kind are necessarily nonconsensual, the Court again served notice that prohibitions against police coercion should be applied with an eye toward practicality rather than linguistic precision.\textsuperscript{230} It made clear, that is to say, that "consent"

\textsuperscript{228} 412 US at 220–21.
\textsuperscript{229} 501 US at 436.
\textsuperscript{230} The point was underscored by the Court's response to the argument that the situation must have been coercive, because otherwise Bostick would never have agreed, as he ultimately did, to the search of his luggage, which turned out to contain cocaine. Writing for the majority, Justice O'Connor instructed the Florida Supreme Court to reject this argument on remand, "because the 'reasonable person' test presupposes an innocent person." 501 US at 438.

As a matter of logic, this made no sense; Bostick's argument was that his own behavior suggested most people in his situation, regardless whether they had anything hide, would feel pressure to cooperate. The real reason the Court could not accept Bostick's argument was that it proved too much: treat consenting against one's interest as evidence of coercion, and the whole fiction of "consent" becomes impossible to sustain.
and "voluntariness" are, in the context of constitutional criminal procedure, legal fictions. Robinette made this even clearer. The Court in that case dealt with motorists who have been pulled over by police officers and have not been told they are free to leave. It is fanciful to suppose that reasonable people in such circumstances will feel free from any implied threat or subtle coercion; as Justice Stevens suggested, these predictable effects are precisely why officers like Deputy Newsome bother to ask so often for consent. Chief Justice Rehnquist's opinion for the Court disputed none of this, but nonetheless insisted that the voluntariness of any consent in such settings would have to be determined case by case, "from all the circumstances." The Court explained that a more rigid rule, requiring police officers "to always inform detainees that they are free to go before a consent to search may be deemed voluntary," would be "unrealistic." Why unrealistic? Not, obviously, because it would be impossible or even difficult to administer. "Tell them they're free to go before you ask to search their cars" is not a complicated instruction. The rule is "unrealistic" only because it can be expected to reduce the number of drivers who consent to searches, by dispelling some, although certainly not all, of the coercion attendant to roadside detentions. Once again, the Court made clear that "consent" is to be defined practically rather than literally—in other words, that it is a fiction.

Fictions have their uses, and not all those uses are to be deplored. This is one of the central lessons of Lon Fuller's classic work on legal fictions. It is well enough to say that the legality of police coercion must ultimately be a question of how much,

---

231 The Florida Supreme Court took the hint on remand and found the encounter in Bostick "consensual" and hence fully constitutional. See Bostick v State, 593 So2d 494 (Fla 1992).
232 See 117 S Ct at 425 (Stevens dissenting). In Ornelas the supposition proved too fanciful even for the government, which "conceded . . . that when the officers approached petitioners in the parking lot, a reasonable person would not have felt free to leave." 116 S Ct at 1660. The concession seems sensible, although it is unclear what if anything made the encounter more coercive than a typical traffic stop.
233 117 S Ct at 421.
234 Id.
235 Lon Fuller, Legal Fictions (Stanford, 1967).
what type, and under what circumstances. But how should we begin to answer that question? One way is to proceed by use of a legal fiction: some sorts of coercion, we will say, are legally unrecognizable; we will call decisions made under those kinds of coercion "uncoerced" and "voluntary." We know that these decisions really are not "uncoerced" and "voluntary" in the ordinary sense in which those words are used, but we will give the words a new meaning, in order to use them as a kind of shorthand. And not just any, arbitrary shorthand, but a shorthand with a useful resonance; for part of what we want to guide our determination whether to call a decision "uncoerced" and "voluntary" in the fictional, legal sense is how far the decision is from being truly uncoerced and voluntary.

This is fine so long as no one is fooled. But even Fuller stressed that "[a] fiction taken seriously, i.e., ‘believed,’ becomes dangerous and loses its utility." A fiction is "wholly safe," he noted, only "when it is used with a complete consciousness of its falsity." Unfortunately, the fiction of consent in criminal procedure is used by the Supreme Court with something far short of "a complete consciousness of its falsity." One consequence is that the fiction has made it easier for the Court to disregard the special fears and forms of intimidation that can lead nonwhites—like the defendants in Bustamonte and Bostick—to agree to cooperate with the police. The pressures placed on these suspects, after all, are in a sense simply extreme variants of pressures felt by virtually everyone pulled over by the police, precisely the pressures that the fiction of consent instructs us to ignore.

Here, too, the causation likely runs both ways. While the fiction of consent may have made it easier for the Court to disregard the special circumstances of minority suspects, that disregard, in turn, probably has helped to sustain the fiction. Were the Court more attentive to the pressures routinely experienced by minority sus-

236 Id at 9–10.
237 Id.
pects stopped by the police, it might find it more difficult to overlook the similar but less extreme pressures routinely experienced by all suspects.\textsuperscript{239} It surely is no accident that when the Court invalidated consent granted after an assertion of authority to search, and proclaimed that "where there is coercion there cannot be consent," it did so in a case with racial aspects the Court expressly recognized.\textsuperscript{240} In contrast, the Court took no notice of race in \textit{Bus-tamonte} or \textit{Bostick}, and this made the fiction of consent at least somewhat less fanciful and easier to defend in those cases—and consequently also in \textit{Robinette}.\textsuperscript{241}

\textbf{VII. The Future of the Fourth Amendment}

The Court's recent decisions about vehicle stops thus are part of a general pattern in Fourth Amendment cases of overlooking the special grievances of blacks and other racial minorities. Ignoring those grievances makes it easier for the Court to define "reasonableness" in a manner that largely excludes considerations of racial equity, to keep Fourth Amendment law focused principally on the protection of informational privacy, and to sustain the fiction that encounters with the police can be, and typically are, free of coercion. These features of Fourth Amendment law in turn make it easier for the Court to disregard the aspects of police conduct that most frequently give rise to minority complaints.

None of this might matter greatly if those complaints were addressed elsewhere. If, as the Court suggested in \textit{Whren}, complaints about racial unfairness in police practices could safely be left to equal protection law, it might not be important to take them into account under the Fourth Amendment. Similarly, concerns about police harassment might properly be disregarded in formulating rules for vehicle stops if police abuse could adequately be con-

\textsuperscript{239} This is not to say that without the fiction of consent all such pressure would be deemed unlawful. Some investigative procedures currently sustained as "consensual" would doubtless still be allowed on the ground that they involve only "reasonable" coercion, or coercion so slight as to render the Fourth Amendment inapplicable—but probably not procedures the whole point of which is to take advantage of those ignorant of their rights.


\textsuperscript{241} Unlike Bustamonte and Bostick, Robert Robinette was white. Telephone interview with Carley J. Ingram, Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, Montgomery County, Ohio (Apr 16, 1997).
trolled through prohibitions of unjustified force and intentional humiliation. In both cases, Fourth Amendment restrictions on roadside detentions would seem a clumsy, roundabout way of addressing conduct—racial discrimination or police abuse—more sensibly controlled through direct prohibitions. Unfortunately, neither sort of direct prohibition is likely to prove effective.

Consider first the problem of harassment. A plausible argument can be made that if one is concerned with police abuse, and in particular with police violence and threats of police violence, one should address those concerns head-on, either through rules regulating, for example, the use of force by law enforcement officers, or through a case-by-case application of the general Fourth Amendment prohibition of "unreasonable" searches and seizures. The Court has recognized that excessive force can make a search or seizure "unreasonable"; this reasoning could perhaps be extended to things like verbal harassment.

For several reasons, however, the problem of police abuse is unlikely to be solved by rules prohibiting specific forms of abuse. Part of the difficulty is administrative: it is too easy for officers who engage in harassment or unnecessary violence simply to deny it. An equally important set of difficulties is institutional. Elected officials tend not to champion significant restrictions on law enforcement, because the victims of police abuse typically belong to groups with minimal political clout. The judiciary, moreover, has shied away from detailed regulation of police officers' use of force, partly because it fears hampering law enforcement, and partly because rules of this kind inevitably involve the drawing of

---


243 It has grown more difficult in recent years because of the spread of video cameras—both those in the hands of bystanders, and those that a growing number of police departments install in their patrol cars. But cameras in patrol cars need to be turned on, and bystanders with video cameras are not always present.

244 See Donald A. Dripps, Criminal Procedure, Footnote Four, and the Theory of Public Choice; Or, Why Don't Legislatures Give a Damn About the Rights of the Accused? 44 Syracuse L Rev 1079 (1993). The isolated exceptions tend to prove the rule. For example, when debating the Exclusionary Rule Reform Act of 1995, HR 666, 104th Cong, 1st Sess (1995), which purported to bar the exclusion in federal criminal case of any evidence obtained by a search or seizure "carried out in circumstances justifying an objectively reasonable belief that it was in conformity with the Fourth Amendment," the House of Representatives approved amendments exempting searches and seizures carried out by the Internal Revenue Service and by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, but quickly and overwhelmingly rejected a similar amendment exempting searches and seizures carried out by the Immigration and Naturalization Service. See 141 Cong Rec H 1386–98 (daily ed Feb 8, 1995).
more or less arbitrary lines.\textsuperscript{245} A final set of problems is procedural. The exclusionary rule works awkwardly to enforce rules against police harassment, because harassment typically does not lead to the discovery of evidence and is not intended to do so.\textsuperscript{246} Victims of police harassment can file civil suits or administrative or criminal complaints, but these face a range of familiar obstacles,\textsuperscript{247} and are particularly ineffective as a remedy for the kind of low-level harassment unlikely to result in large damage awards even when the plaintiffs prevail.\textsuperscript{248}

It therefore remains important for courts to impose sensible restrictions on when officers may pull over a car, what they may require occupants to do once the car is pulled over, and when and


\textsuperscript{246} See Stuntz, 93 Mich L Rev at 1072 (cited in note 216). While acknowledging that suppression is better suited "to rules about evidence gathering" than to "regulating police violence," Professor Stuntz suggests that "the causal connection between the police misconduct and finding the evidence is convenient, but it need not be crucial." See id. But given the controversy already generated by the suppression of evidence that would not have been discovered but for police illegality, it seems unlikely that courts or legislatures will expand the rule to exclude evidence that would have been discovered in any event. Indeed, the trend in the caselaw is in the other direction. See \textit{Nix v Williams}, 467 US 431, 444 (1984) (holding that even illegally obtained evidence is admissible if it "ultimately or inevitably would have been discovered by lawful means"); \textit{New York v Harris}, 495 US 14, 21 (1990) (holding that "where the police have probable cause to arrest a suspect, the exclusionary rule does not bar the State's use of a statement made by the defendant outside of his home, even though the statement is taken after an arrest made in the home in violation of \textit{Payton v New York}, 445 US 573 (1980))".

\textsuperscript{247} See, for example, Amsterdam, 58 Minn L Rev at 429–30 (cited in note 70); \textit{Developments}, 101 Harv L Rev at 1497 n 19 (cited in note 38). The "obvious futility of relegating the Fourth Amendment to the protection of other remedies" was at the heart of the Supreme Court's decision to extend the exclusionary rule to state criminal cases. \textit{Mapp v Ohio}, 367 US 643, 653 (1961). Despite perennial calls for "refurbishing the traditional civil-enforcement model," Amar, 107 Harv L Rev at 811 (cited in note 90), the futility remains obvious. The central difficulty is that truly effective civil remedies overdeter if levied against individual officers, see Peter H. Schuck, \textit{Suing Government} 71–73 (Yale, 1983); Stuntz, 93 Mich L Rev at 1073 n 203 (cited in note 216), and have proven too expensive either for the public to assume voluntarily, or for the courts to impose on the public, see, for example, \textit{Monell v Dep't of Social Servs}, 436 US 658 (1978) (holding that municipalities are liable under USC § 1983 only for civil rights violations resulting from official policy), followed in \textit{Board of County Comm'rs v Brown}, 117 S Ct 1382 (1997) (holding municipality not liable for excessive force employed by officer hired in negligent disregard of his history of violence).

\textsuperscript{248} This last problem would be less important, obviously, had the Court's standing decisions not put injunctions beyond the reach of most plaintiffs alleging police misconduct. See \textit{City of Los Angeles v Lyons}, 461 US 95 (1983); \textit{Rizzo v Goode}, 423 US 362 (1976); \textit{O'Shea v Littleton}, 414 US 488 (1974).
how the detention must terminate. Much as restricting the opportunities for crime is a critical component of any meaningful effort to control crime, so restricting the opportunities for police harassment is a critical component of any meaningful effort to minimize harassment. And, of course, if the judiciary chooses not to restrict these opportunities, it should at the very least avoid "whitewashing" reality in a way that tells some Americans their experiences do not count, and that "conveys the wrong message to other officials who could potentially provide alternative remedial responses."\footnote{Kennedy, 101 Harv L Rev at 1416 (cited in note 175).}

A related point can be made about equal protection. In theory there is no problem with relying on the Equal Protection Clause to protect against racial unfairness in law enforcement. The problem is that equal protection doctrine, precisely because it attempts to address all constitutional claims of inequity, has developed in ways that poorly equip it to address the problems of discriminatory police conduct. Equal protection doctrine treats claims of inequitable policing the same as any other claim of inequity; it gives no recognition to the special reasons to insist on evenhanded law enforcement,\footnote{See, for example, David A. Sklansky, Cocaine, Race, and Equal Protection, 47 Stan L Rev 1283, 1309-11, 1316 (1995). As the Supreme Court itself has recognized, apparent inequity within the criminal justice system does more than deny the victim, in the most basic sense, equal protection of the law, it also powerfully undermines "public confidence in the fairness of our system of justice," and can seriously exacerbate racial divisions. Batson v Kentucky, 476 US 79, 87-88 (1986). See also Rose v Mitchell, 443 US 545, 555 (1979) ("Discrimination on the basis of race, odious in all aspects, is especially pernicious in the administration of justice"); notes 203-07 and accompanying text.} or to the distinctive concerns with arbitrariness underlying the Fourth Amendment.\footnote{See notes 69-70 and accompanying text.} As a result, challenges to discriminatory police practices will fail without proof of conscious racial animus on the part of the police. For reasons discussed earlier, this amounts to saying that they will almost always fail.\footnote{See notes 175-76 and accompanying text.}

Unless and until equal protection law become more attentive to the factual contexts giving rise to claims of unfairness, it thus will remain of limited help to the victims of police discrimination. In the meantime, the "reasonableness" requirement of the Fourth Amendment, particularly when coupled with the aim of the Amendment's framers to protect against the arbitrary exercise of
power by officers in the field, could and should provide a strong alternative basis for addressing a particular form of inequality: discretionary law enforcement practices that "unreasonably" burden blacks and members of other racial minorities.

To be sure, Fourth Amendment inquiries of this kind would theoretically duplicate those under the Equal Protection Clause, and might generate results inconsistent with those reached under equal protection analysis. But there is nothing new in the suggestion that equality is the proper concern of more than one provision of the Constitution, and for reasons I have addressed at greater length elsewhere, a little messiness in legal doctrines aimed at securing equitable treatment can be a good thing. Because the Fourth Amendment is narrowly focused on searches and seizures, it could provide an opportunity to develop specialized doctrines of equality that, if they proved workable and successful, could later be considered for wider application under the Equal Protection Clause. And regardless of whether this kind of cross-fertilization would ultimately prove beneficial for equal protection law, it certainly would allow the courts to confront the problem of discriminatory policing without the need to devise doctrines that could also be applied to utility rates and bus fares.

I am not suggesting that the Constitution should restrict searches and seizures of minority suspects more stringently than those of whites. There may be something to be said for bringing affirmative action of this kind to Fourth Amendment doctrine, particularly as a way to combat conscious or unconscious bias on the part of police, prosecutors, and judges. But separate Fourth Amendment rules for minority suspects probably would offend most Americans' sense of justice, far more than affirmative action.


35 The Eighth Amendment ban on "cruel and unusual punishments" offers a similar opportunity for a context-specific exploration of equitable treatment. To date, unfortunately, the Supreme Court has largely passed up this opportunity as well. See Harmelin v Michigan, 501 US 957 (1991) (finding proportionality of prison sentences largely irrelevant under the Eighth Amendment); McCleskey v Kemp, 481 US 279, 312-21 (1987) (concluding that racial disparities in the application of the death penalty do not violate the Eighth Amendment).
in employment decisions and academic admissions, because of the widespread feeling, which I share, that individualized fairness is especially important in the criminal justice system. Then, too, the administrative difficulties of an affirmative-action Fourth Amendment, both for the police and for the courts, could easily make the rules rejected as unworkable in Whren and Robinette seem like child's play by comparison.

Nor am I arguing that the Fourth Amendment should automatically impose some form of heightened scrutiny on any practices shown disproportionately to disadvantage blacks or other members of other racial minorities. This approach has some attraction, for the same reason it has some appeal as a proposed rule of equal protection: democratic processes tend to provide less reliable protection against unfair burdens when those burdens fall disproportionately on members of a traditionally disempowered minority. But the principal drawback to disparate impact as a trigger for heightened equal protection review—overinclusiveness—weighs even more heavily against its categorical use in search and seizure law. Because minority neighborhoods tend to be poorer and more crime-ridden, most police practices disproportionately burden minority suspects. For the same reason, however, minorities as a whole are disproportionately burdened by crime itself, and therefore might not benefit from an across-the-board tightening of Fourth Amendment rules.

What the recent vehicle stop cases suggest that Fourth Amendment law needs is not a special rule to protect minority groups, but more attention to the special concerns of minority groups in the formulation and application of all Fourth Amendment rules. Precisely what rules such attention would generate is uncertain, but with regard to traffic stops, we can make some reasonable conjectures.

256 There obviously are limits to this sentiment. In different ways, both the exclusionary rule and the recent trend toward fixed, mandatory sentences may reflect a willingness to sacrifice some degree of individualized fairness in the interest of improving criminal justice overall. Significantly, though, both these compromises have been supported in part by appeals to individualized justice, and neither has been promoted as means for redressing inequalities between groups.

To begin with, a Fourth Amendment jurisprudence more alert to minority interests and experiences probably would find room for a rule disallowing pretextual detentions for traffic violations: the burdens the rule placed on the judiciary would be outweighed by the need to minimize the opportunities for arbitrary and discriminatory police harassment. It might also accommodate a "first-tell-then-ask" rule, because it likely would not indulge the fiction of consensual encounters with the police: the benefit the fiction provides to the judiciary would be outweighed by the abuses it helps to mask. In the interest of officer safety and judicial economy, a more minority-sensitive law of search and seizure might still declare flatly that the police may order passengers out of any lawfully stopped car. But it would do so only after full consideration and frank acknowledgement of the fear and humiliation that orders of this kind can cause, particularly when made selectively on the basis of race.

The "touchstone" of the Fourth Amendment, the Court keeps repeating, "is reasonableness," and reasonableness must be assessed under "all the circumstances." Like many cliches, this one is worth heeding. What is most troubling about the recent vehicle stop decisions are "all the circumstances"—including the continuing and destructive role of race in American policing, the injuries other than forced disclosures suffered at roadside detentions, and the shortcomings of direct restrictions on police abuse and generalized guarantees of equality—that the Supreme Court overlooked.

---


259 Maryland v Wilson, 117 S Ct at 884. See also Robinette, 117 S Ct at 421; Whren, 116 S Ct at 1776; Ornelas v United States, 116 S Ct at 1661.